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Abstract

Soft x-rays are effective for viewing nanoscale systems with element-specific con-

trast. Observations of these systems at sub-picosecond time scales are limited by

the currently available x-ray sources, but this will change as x-ray free electron

lasers come online. Capturing ultrafast images on the nanoscale at these x-ray

sources will require techniques that are compatible with coherent, ultrafast, high-

intensity x-ray pulses. Fourier transform holography (FTH) is one such technique.

The developments in lensless soft x-ray FTH that make it a practical technique

for single shot imaging are presented in this dissertation. FTH is robust, versatile

and well suited for imaging with high spatial resolution. The key to realizing these

attributes is the integration of a nanoscale transmission mask with the sample.

The mask, which defines the holographic object and reference beams, is fabricated

by focused ion beam milling.

The advantages of using the integrated mask were first demonstrated by imag-

ing a non-periodic magnetic worm domain pattern with 50 nm spatial resolution.

This demonstration of spectro-holography used x-ray magnetic circular dichroism

to capture a high contrast lensless image of the ferromagnetic domain structure in

a magnetic multilayer film.

A set of four follow-on experiments have developed the single shot capabilities

of FTH. (1) Spatial multiplexing is introduced to extend the effective field of

view without compromising spatial resolution. (2) By combining the extended

field of view with a cross-beam pump-probe geometry, a method is proposed for

imaging ultrafast evolution in a single shot. (3) Multiple reference sources are used

experimentally to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of an image without increasing
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the exposure to the sample. (4) The capability of FTH to simultaneously access

both phase and absorption contrast is observed.

Without a laser like source of coherent x-rays, these experiments used high bril-

liance synchrotron radiation from undulator beamlines on electron storage rings,

namely SSRL at SLAC and BESSY in Germany. The new instrumentation and

methods developed here are relevant and transferable to the forthcoming x-ray free

electron laser sources.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A new soft x-ray imaging technique is developed where the spatial resolution is

not limited by the numerical aperture of an optical element and appears scalable

to the diffraction limit. This technique is suitable for capturing an entire image

with a single ultrafast, high intensity, coherent pulse produced by an x-ray free

electron laser. There are no requirements on periodicity or order for the sample

to be imaged with this technique since coherent scattering is used to image holo-

graphically. Hence for the first time, it will be possible to obtain a snap-shot image

of ultrafast dynamics on the nanoscale. The lack of high brightness ultrafast x-ray

sources has hindered access to sub-picosecond timescales until very recently when

structural dynamics in crystals were measured via ultrafast diffraction [62, 30].

These experiments, which were enabled by new pulsed x-ray sources, have ignited

the study of ultrafast nanoscale dynamics using photons. As new x-ray sources

and novel techniques come online, the potential for discovery is substantial.

1.1 Ultrafast

Repetitive pulses of light from a strobe create the illusion of pausing dynamic

processes. While pulsed sources may differ, a process will appear to pause when

it does not change noticeably over the duration of the illuminating pulse. In

the early 1980s, pulse durations dropped below the 100 fs barrier [27, 28] and

1
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Evolution of the State-of-the-Art in Soft X-ray MicroscopeResolution and Visible Ultrafast Laser Pulse Duration

Figure 1.1: The state-of-the-art as reported in the literature for ultrafast pulse
duration at (λ ∼ 1µm) [51, 74, 27, 28, 6, 77, 31, 56] and highest spatial resolution
for soft x-ray transmission microscopy [16, 15, 19, 58, 24].

have steadily shortened; sub 1 fs pulses were recently demonstrated as shown in

Fig. 1.1. Ultrafast time-scales are accessible with commercially available lasers,

and measurements with these pulsed sources have improved our understanding of

fundamental and applied science [9, 42, 11]. However, these experiments employed

infrared to visible wavelengths and thus do not have direct access to structural

rearrangement on the nanoscale. Furthermore, attosecond phenomena like core

electron relaxation are energetically inaccessible even with ultraviolet probes. Soft

x-rays are well suited for studying nanoscale structural phenomena as well as core

electron processes, but ultrafast x-ray sources are in their infancy. As these sources

develop, they are likely to observe the nanoscale mechanisms that drive structural

phase transitions as well as the evolution of magnetic domains under transient

conditions, and many other effects [76].
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1.2 Soft X-rays and Synchrotron Radiation

The spatial resolution of transmission soft x-ray microscopes has evolved from

the micrometer scale in the 1970s to the latest demonstration of 15 nm in 2005

[16]. Such technical achievements are possible because of the ability to fabricate

high quality diffractive optics for soft x-rays. The large photoelectric absorption

cross sections for soft x-rays provide the opaque structures necessary to realize

diffractive optics. This cross section arises from the energy coincidence between

soft x-rays and core electronic transitions, for example the 2p − 3d transition of

transmission metals. It is because of these resonant transitions that soft x-rays

are capable of element specific contrast. Circular and linearly polarized soft x-

rays feature additional resonant contrast mechanisms sensitive to ordering of spin

and orbital electronic states. These resonance phenomena and the nanometer

wavelength of soft x-rays make them ideal for studying surfaces and interfaces on

the nanoscale. Furthermore, the interaction lengths of soft x-rays are comparable

to optical light for many materials, making them an ideal probe of the interactions

of visible photons with matter. This characteristic is especially important for

studying ultrafast dynamics using pump-probe techniques.

Currently the brightest source of soft x-rays is synchrotron radiation from undu-

lators on electron storage rings. Relativistic electrons emit synchrotron radiation

upon radial acceleration. This differs from dipole radiation because the radiation

is emitted perpendicular to the acceleration of the electron. At modern 3rd gen-

eration storage ring synchrotron light sources, the photon energy and polarization

are continually variable. However, even with access to λ=1 nm radiation, the

state-of-the-art spatial resolution in lens based microscopy is only 15 nm [16].

1.3 Coherent Scattering: Single Shot

Compatible Access to the Nanoworld

Much of our knowledge of the structure of matter has been realized with scattering

studies. The atomic scale wavelength of hard x-rays makes them attractive probes
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electronstorage ring
condenserlens

micro zone plate objectivelens

Mirror
Bending Magnet

Transmission x-ray Microscope(a)

(b) (c)
Full field imagingdetector

sample

Figure 1.2: (a) Synchrotron radiation from a bending magnet source is focused
by a condenser lens onto the sample. (b) The objective lens is a microzone plate
which images the sample onto an area detector. (c) Typically a soft x-ray sensitive
CCD camera is used to record the full field image.

of the nano-world. However, their weak scattering cross section requires the study

of bulk materials often with long range order, but real samples are often microscopic

and non periodic. Studying such materials and particularly their dynamics could be

realized with imaging, however lens based x-ray imaging methods are inadequate.

This problem can be solved by illuminating a sample with a transversely co-

herent wavefront. The resulting scattering detected in the far field corresponds

to the squared magnitude of the Fourier transform of the electric field profile at

the sample as illustrated in Fig. 1.3. Therefore, such coherent scattering patterns

contain far more than statistical information about the length-scales of the illu-

minated sample. However, inversion is not directly available by a single Fourier

transformation since the coherent scattering pattern is detected as a intensity, un-

accompanied by the phase information necessary for inverse transformation. This

is a case of the “phase problem”, but there are various techniques to recover the
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Monochromator   Spectral filter
CoherencePinhole

Guard PinholeSpatial Filter Coherent diffractionpattern Sample

FourierTransform

Undulator

Autocorrelation

(a)

(b)(c)

Coherent Soft x-ray Scattering

Figure 1.3: (a) A undulator source is used for coherent scattering. Longitudinal
coherence is achieved by spectrally filtering the beam with a monochromator, and a
spatial filter is used attain sufficient transverse coherence. (b) A coherent scattering
pattern is detected in the far field as a Fraunhofer diffraction pattern on a soft x-
ray sensitive CCD camera. (c) The Fourier transformation of the detected pattern
results in the spatial autocorrelation of the transmission of the sample.

phase and reconstruct an image as explained in Section 1.4.

Forth Generation Light Sources

Coherent x-ray beams are attractive because they enable the diffraction limit of

x-rays to be exploited for non-periodic samples. Brilliance is the defining char-

acteristic of the next generation sources, and it quantifies the coherent intensity

of a light source as described in Appendix B. The first 4th generation source to

come online will be the x-ray free electron laser based on self amplified sponta-

neous emission (SASE-FEL) [83]. A variety of other x-ray FEL technologies will
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follow such as seeded x-ray FELs, high harmonic generation (HGHG)[1, 53] and

enhanced spontaneous amplified stimulated emission (ESASE). While the FELs

are optimized for peak brilliance, the energy recovery linac (ERL) is a next gener-

ation source optimized for average brilliance[38]. Though each type is optimized

for specific experimental investigation, all will deliver unprecedented transverse

coherence.

1.4 Brief History of Fourier Transform

Holography

Lacking a truly coherent light source, x-ray holography developments have bor-

rowed heavily from early progress in visible light holography. The fundamental

principles of Fourier transform holography grew from research in the 1950s and

early 1960s on Fourier optics and communication theory. For example, in 1963 Van-

derLugt devised an interferometric method for producing frequency-plane masks

for use in coherent optical processors [85]. His work showed that phase informa-

tion could be encoded in the fringes of a diffraction pattern. In the following

year, Leith and Upatnieks demonstrated Fraunhofer diffraction holography which

uses an off axis reference to record the hologram in the far field [61]. Within the

same two years, Stroke and Falconer proposed and demonstrated the advantages

of Fourier transform holography for high resolution imaging [80, 79]. All of the

communications on Fourier transform holography during this three year period,

which coincided with the availability of the HeNe laser, were motivated by the

prospect of using FTH to image at high resolution with x-rays. The unavailability

of x-ray optics and limited coherence at x-ray wavelengths led to the proposal of

lensless Fourier transform holography in 1965 by Stroke and Winthrop and Wor-

thington [79, 86]. Winthrop and Worthington demonstrated FTH in 1966 with a

non-laser source[87]. This initial work on FTH was demonstrated at the University

of Michigan, primarily in the Radiation Laboratory. The first digital reconstruc-

tion of a hologram was performed by Goodman and Lawrence in 1967 on a PDP-6
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computer[34].

Following these initial demonstrations, progress in Fourier transform hologra-

phy yielded slightly to other types of holography which were easily achievable with

continuous wave gas laser sources. In 1969 Goodman and Gaskill showed that mul-

tiple reference sources could be used to increase the effective field of view of lensless

FTH [33, 32]. Multiple reference FTH was demonstrated for image duplication by

Mehta in 1979 [65].

In 1972 Aoki and Kikuta demonstrated the first Fourier transform hologram

to be recorded at x-ray wavelengths [4]. In their experiment a mask comprised of

one dimensional slits was illuminated with λ = 6.0 nm synchrotron radiation. The

same authors employed undulator radiation at λ=1.6 nm to achieve 2.0 µmspatial

resolution in 1986. Reconstruction was performed optically with a HeNe laser [5].

Lensless Fourier transform holography exceeded the performance of optical mi-

croscopy for the first time in 1992 when McNulty et al. resolved 60 nm features

with λ=3.4 nm radiation [64]. The breakthrough came by using a zone plate to

generate a strong holographic reference. This implementation also pioneered the

use of a CCD camera for detection which was amenable to numerical reconstruc-

tion via the FFT [63]. One motivator of this work was the compatibility of FTH

with single shot illumination.

The potential for deconvolution enhanced resolution for FTH was proposed by

Howells et al. in 2001 [49]. Their paper reports on the role of the reference source

for deconvolution and reports on their progress to fabricate one. They state the

following in their conclusion

“Overall, we believe that it is practical to build suitable reference

objects for X-ray Fourier holography. [49]”

The first Fourier transform holography mask created by focused ion beam fab-

rication is shown in Fig. 1.4(a) as reported by Eisebitt et al. [21]. In their letter,

a large (∼ 0.8 µm) reference aperture penetrates the mask along with the sam-

ple. The hologram and autocorrelation are shown in Fig. 1.4(b) and (c). Since

the reference is larger than the feature size of the object, the reconstruction is
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Figure 1.4: From reference [21], where Fourier transform holography is used to col-
lect low spatial frequency information about a sample which can then be enhanced
with an iterative algorithm. (a) Transmission sample fabricated with focused ion
beam milling. (b) Coherent diffraction pattern resulting from illuminating the
mask with soft x-rays (λ=3.1 nm). (c) Fourier transformation of (b) results in the
autocorrelation of (a) and contains blurred images of the object.

blurred severely. This demonstration played an important role in the direction of

the work reported in this Dissertation. It demonstrated the effectiveness of the

focused ion beam for producing sub 100 nm features in a soft x-ray opaque film. It

also clearly illustrates the implications of the reference hole size on resolution for

Fourier transform holography. In essence, most of the concepts for sample fabrica-

tion and Fourier reconstruction that are applied in this Dissertation are reported

in reference [21].

Dissertation Scope

This Dissertation focuses on a practical demonstration of Fourier transform holog-

raphy with soft x-rays, and how FTH can be applied to single shot imaging. Chap-

ter 2 provides background on Fourier optics and how it is applied with soft x-rays

to use holography as a lensless microscopy technique. In Chapter 3 the instruments

used for sample preparation and holographic imaging are described. The corner-

stone experiment which demonstrated a practical approach to FTH at soft x-ray

energies is explained in Chapter 4. A series of follow-on experiments which address

concerns faced in single shot imaging are also covered in Chapter 4. Conclusion

and future directions are discussed in Chapter 5.



Chapter 2

Principles of Soft X-ray

Holography

Fourier transform holography is built upon Young’s double slit interference which

is recorded in the far field as a Fraunhofer diffraction pattern. Fraunhofer diffrac-

tion patterns can be calculated by the two-dimensional, or spatial, Fourier trans-

formation. This mathematical formalism is therefore the basis for many FTH

calculations from simulation to reconstruction. Fourier optics offers an analog op-

tical approach to such calculations, however they are also computationally tenable

using the fast Fourier transform (FFT).

Though relatively new to x-rays, coherent scattering and thus holography have

flourished at visible wavelengths because of the coherent light generated by lasers.

Without a laser light source for soft x-rays, the coherent intensity, or brilliance,

has progressed incrementally at synchrotron sources. Furthermore, the breadth

of phenomena characteristic of x-ray interactions with materials requires careful

comparison to visible phenomena.

The experiments presented in Chapter 4 exploit these wavelength dependent

optical properties of materials to demonstrate novel coherent scattering experi-

ments at soft x-ray energies. This chapter surveys the principles underlying these

experiments. First, the mathematical connection between the spatial Fourier trans-

formation and holographic imaging is covered. This is followed by a discussion of

9
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coherence and synchrotron light sources. The final sections of the chapter sur-

vey soft x-ray absorption spectroscopy and, in particular, x-ray magnetic circular

dichroism.

2.1 Fourier Relationships in Optics

Ubiquitous in signal processing, the Fourier transform is often cast in the time

and temporal frequency domain. However, we will focus on the Fourier domain in

space and spatial frequency. While temporal frequency appeals naturally to our

intuition, perhaps because our ears detect sound in the temporal frequency domain,

spatial frequency is less prevalent. A well known example of long range spatial

periodicity is crystalline order which allows a complicated macroscopic crystal to

simply be described by discrete spatial frequencies. Here we begin by defining the

one dimensional Fourier transformation in space to be

F [g(x)] = G(X) =

∫ ∞
−∞

g(x)e−i2πxXdx (2.1)

where g(x) is a function of x in real space and X is the frequency coordinate in

reciprocal space. The operator F and the capitalization of the function G(X)

both denote Fourier transformation. Figure 2.1 illustrates the properties of the

Fourier transformation for a few one dimensional functions. The functions used

are one dimensional analogs of the two dimensional functions often used for FTH

in the spatial domain. The first column in Fig. 2.1 is the function g(x). The

second column is the square of the Fourier transformation of the first column

|G|2; it is the power spectrum in the time domain or the detected intensity in

the spatial domain. The third column plots the Fourier transformation of the

second column, and therefore the third column is the autocorrelation of the first

column. This is because the second column is the product of two functions in

Fourier space. Multiplication in Fourier space is equivalent to convolution in real

space from the convolution theorem. The two functions multiplied in the second

column are conjugates so it follows that the third column is the autocorrelation of
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the first column, that is F {|G|2} = AC {g(x)}. Fig. 2.1 (aI) is the classic top-hat

or rect function. Spatially it might be thought of as the transmission function

of a slit. The Fourier transform of the rect function is sin(πx)/(πx) or sinc(x)

and therefore the curve in Fig. 2.1 (aII) is sinc2. The autocorrelation of rect is

a triangle or Λ function, which is exactly what is shown in Fig. 2.1(aIII). The

function in Fig. 2.1(b) contains two rect functions and is analogous to a double slit

transmission function. The Fourier transform (Fig. 2.1(bII)) is now modulated by

a constant frequency and the autocorrelation (Fig. 2.1(bIII)) contains a central Λ

function situated between two symmetric Λ functions of half the amplitude. The

central function in Fig. 2.1(bIII) is the self-correlation of the two rect functions,

and the smaller Λ function on the right is the cross correlation and the Λ function to

the left its conjugate. Figure 2.1(cI) contains a delta function and an arbitrary real

function. Since the functions are real the square of the Fourier transform in Fig. 2.1

(cII) is a symmetric function. Figure 2.1(cIII) features the two mirror images

of the arbitrary function that result from the cross correlation of the arbitrary

function with the delta function. These images are exactly the same as those

reconstructed from a Fourier transform hologram. A function similar to (cI) is

plotted in Fig. 2.1(dI) with the addition of an imaginary part. Since the function

is complex the spectrum in (dII) is not symmetric. However, complex information

is preserved in Fig. 2.1(dIII) as expected for the autocorrelation of (dI) whose

magnitude and real curves are even while the imaginary curve is odd. Spatial

Fourier transform holography is an extension of these simple relationships to two

dimensions.

2.1.1 Fourier Optics

Fourier optics employs the mathematical formalisms of linear systems, which are

typically applied in the time domain for signal processing, to the spatial domain.

Image processing is an extension of signal processing to the spatial domain. There-

fore Fourier optics provides both analog and numerical approaches to image pro-

cessing.
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Magnitude

Real

Magnitude

Real

Imaginary

Real Space
 Transmisson

Fourier 
Transform

Autocorrelation

Figure 2.1: Development of Fourier transformation relationship in one dimension
that is characteristic of the 2D relationships for FTH. (a) The top hat or rect
function similar to the transmission of a single slit or aperture. (b) Double slit
transmission function can also be thought of as a rect convolved with two symmet-
ric delta functions. (c) A delta function in real space placed next to an arbitrary
function. (d) A function similar to (c) but with an additional imaginary function.
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Because the two dimensional Fourier transform is so closely linked to diffrac-

tion, Fourier optics afford a convenient formalism for coherent scattering. This

treatment of diffraction assumes coherent illumination, but partial coherence can

be accounted for as will be discussed in Section 2.3. In the 1960s, Fourier optics

emerged as a powerful method for analog image processing; today the FFT delivers

comparable power. This thesis exploits the best of both sides of Fourier optics,

analog and numerical, to form images at wavelengths where efficient lenses don’t

exist.

Diffraction

Rigorous diffraction theory is treated in depth by a number of authors [10, 35, 52].

Our approach toward Fraunhofer diffraction begins with the Huygens-Fresnel prin-

ciple which describes diffraction from an aperture by assuming it is filled with an

infinite number of point sources. Collectively these sources generate the diffractive

wavefront as derived, for example, by Jackson [52].

The derivation of the Fresnel diffraction equation from the Huygens-Fresnel

principle can be found in Section 4.2 of reference [35], by Goodman. In Fresnel

diffraction a binomial approximation is used for the length of a vector between

the aperture and diffraction plane which is valid for small angles. Therefore, the

electric field of the diffraction pattern a distance z from the aperture or mask is

Eh(X, Y ) =
eikz

iλz
ei

k
2z

(X2+Y 2)

∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

ei
k
2z

(x2+y2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fresnel Phase

Eo(x, y)e−i
2π
λz

(xX+yY )dxdy. (2.2)

Here k = 2π/λ where λ is the wavelength. The electric field at the object or mask

is Eo(x, y), and the electric field of the diffraction pattern is Eh(X, Y ) following the

coordinate conventions given in Appendix A. The quadratic phase term labeled

in Equation 2.2, Fresnel Phase, will approach unity over the entire aperture if

z � π(x2 + y2)/λ which is known as the Fraunhofer approximation. This shows

that Fraunhofer diffraction is a limiting case of the Fresnel approximation [35].
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Fraunhofer Diffraction

With the Fraunhofer approximation, the far field diffraction equation is

Eh(X, Y ) =
eikzei

k
2z

(X2+Y 2)

iλz

∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞
Eo(x, y)e−i

2π
λz

(xX+yY )dxdy. (2.3)

The integral is simply the Fourier transform of the electric field Eo(x, y), which is

complex. However, it is intensity (I = |Eh|2), not electric field, that is detectable,

so the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern is the squared magnitude of the two dimen-

sional Fourier transformation of the object. The simplest example of Fraunhofer

diffraction results from a circular aperture illuminated by a transversely coher-

ent monochromatic plane wave as shown in Fig. 2.2. The electric field amplitude

transmission function t will depend on the real space coordinates x, y. Thus for a

circular aperture of radius w,

t(x, y) = circ

(√
x2 + y2

w

)
. (2.4)

The circle or circ function is the cylindrical version of rect function. Since t(x, y)

is binary, it is equal to the intensity transmission function T (x, y). Therefore the

amplitude transmitted by the aperture upon illumination from a monochromatic

plane wave is

E(x, y) = t(x, y)Eoe−ikz. (2.5)

Inserting this into Equation 2.3 and calculating the Fourier transform as done by

Goodman in reference [35], we find that the complex electric field amplitude in the

far field is

Eh(X, Y ) = eikzei
kR2

2z
πw2

iλz

[
2
J1(kwR/z)

kwR/z

]
(2.6)

where R =
√
X2 + Y 2 is the radial coordinate of the diffraction pattern and J1

a Bessel function of the first kind, order 1. However, since it is the intensity
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that is measured, the complex multiplicative phase factors are lost upon detection,

leaving,

IAiry (R(X, Y )) =

(
πw2

λz

)2 [
2
J1(kwR/z)

kwR/z

]2

. (2.7)

This is called the Airy function, and it is plotted in Fig. 2.2(b). Knowing that the

first zero of J1 occurs at J1(1.22π) we can see that the distance between zeros of

the Airy disk along X is WAiry = 1.22(λz/w). The aperture radius w is a real space

coordinate, while X is in reciprocal space. Though a diffraction pattern represents

reciprocal space, it must be measured by a real detector with coordinates X and

Y . The connection between X, Y and the spatial frequencies fX , fY originates

in the Fourier transformation of Equation 2.3 where x forms a conjugate variable

pair with X/(λz). Therefore the spatial frequency is given by fx = X/(λz). It is

the product of the distance to the detector and wavelength that scales the spatial

frequency.

Clearly the Airy pattern alone provides significant insight about the size and

shape of the aperture. However, the loss of phase information prevents Fourier

inversion, as is shown in Fig. 2.2(c) which plots the magnitude of the Fourier

transform of the Airy pattern in Fig. 2.2(b). Since the intensity is the squared

magnitude of the Fourier transform of the aperture transmission, it is expected

from the convolution theorem that the Fourier transformation of the diffraction

pattern in Fig. 2.2 (b) will result in the autocorrelation of the aperture function as

is observed in Fig. 2.2(c). The conical shape is analogous to the triangle function

(Λ) observed in the autocorrelation of the rect function in Fig. 2.1(aI),with the

diameter at the base being twice the diameter of the aperture.

Young’s Interferometer

What happens to the diffraction pattern in Fig. 2.2(a) when a second identical

aperture is added in close proximity to the first? Since the apertures are illu-

minated with monochromatic plane waves (i.e. light with infinite transverse and
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(a) (b) Faunhofer diffractionin the far field 

Airy Pattern

Fourier transform of the far field diffraction pattern
Single circularapperture

(c)Fraunhofer Diffraction

Figure 2.2: (a) Illustration of a circular aperture of diameter 2w illuminated by
a monochromatic plane wave. The distance z along the optical axis between the
aperture and the detected pattern is z � 2w2/λ satisfying the Fraunhofer approx-
imation. For a normalized Airy function, the intensity of the first ring is 1.7% of
the peak and the intensity of the third ring is 0.1% of the peak. Therefore, to view
the outer Fraunhofer rings diffraction pattern, the log of the pattern is displayed
in (a) after thresholding. While these adjustments provide a clear picture of the
diffraction they do not account for the full dynamic range of the pattern which is
clearly illustrated in the rendering and line profile of the Airy pattern in (b). WAiry

is the extent of the disk or lobe between the zeros of the first minima. The magni-
tude of the Fourier transform of the diffraction pattern in (b) is plotted in (c). It
has the characteristic conical shape of the autocorrelation of the transmission of
the aperture. The width is thus twice the diameter of the real space aperture.
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longitudinal coherence), the resulting diffraction pattern is nothing less than amaz-

ing and gives strong evidence for the wave nature of light. The interference pattern

appearing in Fig. 2.3(a) was first observed by Thomas Young in 1802.

The double slit or double pinhole experiment is a simple, yet effective, system

for understanding Fourier transform holography. That said, the explanations here

focus on the principles relevant to the following sections and chapters. Figure

2.3(a) illustrates the geometry of the experiment which uses the same w radius

apertures now separated by a distance 2∆. The amplitude transmission function

can thus be written

t(x, y) = circ

(√
(x−∆)2 + y2

w

)
+ circ

(√
(x+ ∆)2 + y2

w

)
. (2.8)

t(x, y) = t1(x−∆, y) + t2(x+ ∆, y) (2.9)

where t1 and t2 are the transmission functions for each individual aperture. There-

fore the electric field in the aperture plane will be

E(x, y) = Eot1(x−∆, y) + Eot2(x+ ∆, y). (2.10)

The Fourier gymnastics that follow are the foundation of Fourier transform holog-

raphy and may be generalized to other types of holography. We start by taking

the Fourier transform of each function using the linearity theorem to treat each

aperture individually [12].

F{E(x, y)} = F{E1(x−∆, y)}+ F{E2(x+ ∆, y)}. (2.11)

Using the shift theorem, the spatial offsets are extracted as phase terms so the

similarity of the apertures can be exploited.

F{E(x, y)} = F{E1(x, y)}e−i
k
z

∆X + F{E2(x, y)}ei
k
z

∆X (2.12)

With the Fraunhofer approximation (Equation 2.3), the electric field in the far
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field is

Eh(X, Y ) =
eikzei

k
2z

(X2+Y 2)

iλz

[
F{E1(x, y)}e−i

k
z

∆X + F{E2(x, y)}ei
k
z

∆X
]
. (2.13)

To arrive at the detected intensity, the magnitude of the electric field Eh is squared.

I(X, Y ) =

(
πw2

λz

)2 ∣∣∣E1(X, Y )e−i
k
z

∆X + E2(X, Y )ei
k
z

∆X
∣∣∣2 (2.14)

Note that taking the Fourier transform of Ej(x, y) was indicated by the notation

change to Ej(X, Y ). Expanding we see similar terms appear

I(X, Y ) =

(
πw2

λz

)2

(

AC︷ ︸︸ ︷
|E1(X, Y )|2 +

AC︷ ︸︸ ︷
|E2(X, Y )|2 + (2.15)

E2(X, Y )E∗1 (X, Y )ei2
k
z

∆X︸ ︷︷ ︸
XC

+ E1(X, Y )E∗2 (X, Y )e−i2
k
z

∆X︸ ︷︷ ︸
XC

) (2.16)

where the terms labeled AC standing for autocorrelation and XC for cross correla-

tion. The latter are responsible for the fringes in the diffraction pattern in Fig. 2.3

as will become clear shortly. With equation 2.7, equation 2.15 can be simplified.

I(X, Y ) = 2IAiry(X, Y ) + IAiry(X, Y )ei2
k
z

∆X + IAiry(X, Y )e−i2
k
z

∆X (2.17)

= 4IAiry(X, Y ) cos2

(
k

z
∆X

)
(2.18)

This is the intensity profile shown in Fig. 2.3(b) with fringe frequency

f =
2∆

λz
. (2.19)

The Fourier transform is also shown in Fig. 2.3(c) as done for Fig. 2.2(c). Here

the conical pattern in the middle corresponds to the sum of the Fourier transform

of the terms labeled AC in Equation 2.15. The large central cone is accompanied

by two identical conical features that have the same form as the autocorrelation

in Fig. 2.2(c). One is the convolution of the two apertures and the other is the
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(a) (b) Far field diffraction Fourier transformof far field diffractionpattern
Doublepinhole (c)

Young’s Double Slit (pinhole) Interference

Figure 2.3: This figure builds upon Fig. 2.2 by adding an additional aperture. If
the apertures are identical and coherently illuminated with the same intensity the
fringe intensity in (a) will be zero at the minima and 4Io at the maximum where Io is
the maximum intensity of the Airy pattern from a single aperture. The modulation
of the Airy intensity is clearly visible in (b). The Fourier transformation of the
diffraction pattern in (b) shows three conical features separated by 2∆, which is
the separation between pinholes.

cross-correlation.

Fourier Transform Holography: Conceptual

In Fourier transform holography one of the apertures in Fig. 2.3 is approximated

by a delta function which results in these cross terms becoming images of the

transmission of the aperture. Therefore, FTH is an imaging technique that simply

extends from the principles introduced by Young’s double pinhole experiment.

As will be seen, FTH exploits the convolution of the two apertures to form an

image by exchanging a sample for one aperture and a delta function for the other.

Following the customary terminology of holography, the delta function or a well

characterized aperture is the reference while the other aperture which contains the

unknown sample is the object.
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The recording procedure for a Fourier transform hologram is depicted in Fig. 2.4(a)

and (b). The object and reference exist on a plane perpendicular to the optical

axis. Both are illuminated by a beam with sufficient transverse and longitudinal

coherence as discussed in Section 2.3, but at this point perfect coherence from a

monochromatic plane wave is assumed. The light scattered from the reference and

object interfere upon detection in the far field to form the hologram on an area

detector as shown in Fig. 2.4(b). The hologram is composed of fringes with spa-

tial frequencies inversely proportional to the distance between the points on the

object and reference, just as the fringes from a Young’s double pinhole. Within

the paraxial approximation the hologram is exactly the squared magnitude of the

two dimensional Fourier transformation of the spatial profile of the electric field

at the object and reference plane. It remains worth noting that by detecting the

intensity, the direct phase information from the Fourier transform is lost. However

by virtue of the reference, the phase information is encoded in the hologram in the

form of fringes.

Reconstructing a real space image of the object entails recovering the encoded

phase information. This is simply accomplished by calculating the two dimensional

Fourier transformation of the recorded hologram, perhaps optically, but most likely

numerically by the fast implementation of the discrete Fourier transformation. The

real space image of the object that appears in the reconstruction is the spatial

convolution of the actual object with the reference as demonstrated in Fig. 2.4(c).

High spatial resolution implies a small reference aperture.

To understand the physical origins of how the phase is encoded, a physical

explanation based on the wave theory of light is described. First we consider the

waves emitted from both the reference and the object as spherical waves of matched

curvature. At any given detection point on the hologram, the phase of the waves

differ only by the optical path length difference between their respective points of

origin at the object and any additional phase induced by the sample. Interference

fringes arise from the modulation of this phase across the spatial extent of the

detector. The frequency of the fringes is determined by the separation between

the reference and the points on the object. Therefore for a smaller reference the
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Lensless Fourier Transform Holography
Source

Hologram

(c) Autocorrelationself correlationterms (AC)

cross correlation (XC) 

(a)
(b)

Figure 2.4: Fourier transform holography is illustrated with a simulated sample.
(a) The object, a walking man, and the reference are coherently illuminated. (b)
The hologram is recorded in the far field. (c) The reconstruction is the Fourier
transform of the hologram, and thus the autocorrelation of the sample.

spatial frequency of the fringes is improved, and the reconstruction yields higher

spatial resolution.

Finally, without a full quantum mechanical treatment, it is important to realize

that these explanations are all based on the wave nature of light. As such, to accept

them means that the detected wave must be completely aware of both the reference

and object simultaneously.

Fourier Transform Holography: Mathematical

As with the conceptual treatment, the mathematical treatment for FTH is simply

an extension of the Young’s double slit experiment. That said, we can recall that

the linearity of the Fourier transformation allows each element (e.g. isolated pin-

hole, reference, object) to receive independent transformation as shown in Equation
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2.11. While each element can be calculated independently, the phase relationship

between them must be considered in the full hologram. A transmission mask with

coplanar reference and image is illustrated in Fig. 2.4 (a) where the spatial ampli-

tude transmittance function for the reference is tr(x, y) and object is to(x, y). A

spatially coherent monochromatic plane wave with amplitude Eo illuminates the

mask such that the electric field transmitted by the object and reference are

r(x, y) = Eotr(x, y) (2.20)

o(x, y) = Eoto(x, y). (2.21)

Thus the spatially transmitted electric field is simply

E(x, y) = r(x, y) + o(x, y). (2.22)

The intensity transmission function can be calculated by the squared magnitude

of the amplitude transmission function. For perspective, o(x, y) is exactly what we

want to know—it is the real space object. Calculating the electric field profile in

the far field is performed by Fourier transformation of the E(x, y).

Eh(X, Y ) = F{E(x, y)} = F{r(x, y)}+ F{o(x, y)} (2.23)

Eh(X, Y ) = R(X, Y ) +O(X, Y ) (2.24)

Eh = R +O (2.25)

The capital letters O and R indicate Fourier transformation and the X, Y are the

coordinates of the hologram thus the usage subscript h in Eh(X, Y ). Because of

the coherent illumination the detected intensity, Ih(X, Y )of the hologram, is the

squared magnitude of the sum of the electric field distribution in the detection
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plane as follows:

Ih(X, Y ) = |R +O|2 (2.26)

= RR∗ +OO∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
AC

+OR∗ +RO∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
XC

(2.27)

= |R|2 + |O|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
AC

+OR∗ +RO∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
XC

. (2.28)

Here the terms labeled AC arise from the apertures alone while the XC terms

come from waves from both apertures interfering and thus giving rise to the fringes.

Calculating the hologram from here requires more detailed knowledge of the trans-

mission functions for the reference and object. A simulated sample is shown in

Fig. 2.4(b).

The sum of the four terms in Equation 2.28 constitute a Fourier transform

hologram in this case, but their characteristics are ubiquitous in holography. Given

the sum, Fourier inversion of any one term alone is impossible, furthermore Fourier

inversion alone does not guarantee that the cross-correlation terms will not overlap

with the self-correlation. However, as an off axis hologram, there is sufficient

separation between the object and reference for the XC images to be spatially

isolated in the reconstruction.

The real space images are reconstructed by calculating the two dimensional

Fourier transformation of the hologram as shown,

F{Ih(X, Y )} = F{|R|2}+ F{|O|2}+ F{OR∗}+ F{RO∗} (2.29)

Erec(u, v) = r ? r + o ? o︸ ︷︷ ︸
AC

+ o ? r + r ? o︸ ︷︷ ︸
XC

(2.30)

with the new real space variables u, v. The ? indicates complex correlation. (See

Appendix C). The XC terms are the cross correlations corresponding to the twin

images in Fig. 2.4(c). Since the reference is a real function OR∗ = OR, the cross

correlation term o?r can be considered as a convolution o∗r. Regardless, the images

differ only by a conjugate and their orientation, otherwise they are identical and

thus contain exactly the same information about the object. For a delta function
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like reference r, an unblurred image of o is returned because r ? o = o. In reality

the finite extent of the reference blurs the image and limits the spatial resolution

of the reconstruction.

Fourier Transform Holography: Advantage

Fourier transform holography has a few advantageous properties which set it apart

from other imaging and holography techniques. Here we discuss how the detection

parameters affect the reconstructed image.

• The spatial resolution of Fourier transform holography is not limited by the

pixel size of the detector. Rather, it is the field of view of the hologram, or

more precisely the spatial bandwidth of the hologram, that determines the

pitch of the pixels in the real space reconstruction. In other words, higher

resolution is achieved in the reconstruction when the hologram captures a

larger numerical aperture or higher momentum at transfer scattering.

• The field of view of Fourier transform holography is not limited by the extent

of the hologram. Rather, it is the spatial resolution of the hologram, or more

precisely the spatial frequency sampling increment of the hologram, that

determines field of view of the real space reconstruction. In other words,

to enlarge the field of view of the reconstruction the hologram must resolve

higher spatial frequencies.

• The reconstruction of a Fourier transform hologram is fast, simple and ro-

bust because of the Fourier relationship afforded by the Fraunhofer approx-

imation. Inversion via the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) means the

reconstruction can be calculated as quickly as the hologram is acquired.

• Fourier transform holography makes efficient use of the information storage

capacity of the hologram, that is, the space bandwidth product of the holo-

gram. Additionally, FTH makes efficient use of coherence in the illuminating

beam.
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• In Fourier transform holography the entire detector area contributes to the

reconstructed image which means that small flaws in the hologram will not

obscure or degrade specific local portions of the reconstruction.

• Fourier transform holography is a full field imaging technique, therefore it is

compatible with single pulse illumination.

These characteristics of FTH make it an attractive soft x-ray imaging technique.

High resolution imaging with nanometer wavelengths can require mechanical sta-

bility on similarly short length scales, but FTH does not because it records the

hologram in the far-field. Because detectors and coherent intensity are limited

for soft x-rays, the efficiency of FTH is desirable for imaging. The ability for

FTH to rapidly deliver unambiguous image reconstructions allows for adaptation

to experimental situations. For these reasons FTH is a viable technique for high

performance soft x-ray microscopy.

Sampling Considerations

Thus far the implications of detector field of view and pixel size have been dis-

cussed independently. The number of pixels in a CCD detector is finite which

imposes restrictions on the field of view and on the resolution that are concur-

rently achievable for reconstruction. Since the pattern is detected in reciprocal

space, the pixel size limits the field of view. In Fig. 2.5(a) the length scale of the

sample is denoted by x, with the longest spacing between the object and the refer-

ence given by xmax. The two points at either end of xmax on the sample will form

the highest spatial frequency fringes in the hologram. The corresponding fringe

frequency as shown in Fig. 2.5(b) is fX = x/(λz), therefore the fringe period is

1/f = (λz)/x, and thus the shortest period occurs when x = xmax. Since the

sample has a finite size, xmax, reconstructing the entire field of view is prescribed

by the Whittaker-Shannon sampling theorem. The theorem requires that the holo-

gram is sampled at twice the maximum spatial frequency. Therefore each fringe

period must be sampled by at least two pixels. In Fig. 2.5(b), one pixel is centered

on the peak and another on the valley of a fringe, which is achieved when the pixel
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Hologram Sampling (a) Sample (c) Hologram
(d)  Reconstuction

(b)

Figure 2.5: (a) A sample with characteristic length-scale x is shown. (b) The
continuous fringes that form the hologram are sampled and thus averaged by the
pixels of the detector. (c) The hologram is sampled over N ×N pixels. (d) In the
reconstruction the pixel size is upixel.

width Xpixel = (λz)/(2xmax). Since the pattern is detected in reciprocal space, the

pixel size of the real space reconstruction will be set by the number of pixels, λ

and z. The Fourier transform of the hologram, shown in Fig. 2.5 (c), has a field

of view of FOV = (λz)/Xpixel. Since N is finite, the reconstructed pixel size is

upixel = (λz)/(NXpixel). Thus we see the necessary conditions for achieving the

highest resolution and largest field of view for a detector with a finite number of

pixels.

2.2 Image Quality

An image attempts to capture the spatial structure of a sample. Qualitatively the

fidelity of the image describes the representativeness of the image to the sample.

The fidelity of the image can be categorized by several distinct and measurable

criteria, namely, field of view, contrast, resolution and signal to noise ratio. The

field of view has been discussed in terms of sampling and plays an important role
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when imaging dynamic systems, for example, with a single shot.

The ratio of signal to background is characterized by the contrast. In FTH

high fringe contrast in the hologram is necessary to reconstruct a high contrast

image. Achieving a high fringe contrast hologram requires: 1) balanced signal

from both the reference and object waves, and 2) sufficient coherence between

the object and reference. The former can be difficult to accomplish with a unity

reference FTH transmission mask without limiting the size of the sample. While

smaller references are desired for higher resolution imaging, they may also result in

a reduced contrast. Conversely, larger reference apertures provide better contrast,

but at the cost of spatial resolution.

Figure 2.6 illustrates the loss of contrast that results from convolution with a

small aperture of radius w. The original image is shown in Fig. 2.6(a). Here the

image contrast C is defined by:

C =
Is − Ib
Ib

=
signal− background

background
(2.31)

where Ib is the minimum or background intensity and Is is the intensity of the signal

on the sample [73]. The images in Fig. 2.6 are all represented with 256 gray levels,

corresponding to an 8-bit image. While each share the same relative contrast, the

overall contrast was stretched to provide near unity contrast for Fig. 2.6(d). The

maximum intensity of each convolved image is equal to the area of the circular

aperture with which it was convolved. This illustrates the quadratic relationship

between reference radius and image contrast when there is no background present.

Resolution

Variations in contrast and the presence of noise in images contribute to uncertainty

in determining resolution. Multiple criteria for measuring the resolution have been

suggested. One of the most commonly accepted is the Rayleigh criterion, which

defines the resolution as the shortest distance required to discern two point sources.

It is commonly defined for lens based microscopes and telescopes where the blurring
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
C=1
Original

C=0.14
w=0.36

C=0.4
w=0.64

C=0.98
w=1

Reference Hole Size and Image Contrast

Figure 2.6: Here the influence of the size of the reference used in FTH on image
contrast is illustrated for a binary object. (a) The original image of the object is
a binary function. In (b)-(d) the image has been convolved with a binary contrast
circle of radius w. Display contrast has been stretched to display all of the images
linearly.

of point sources develops because of the finite pupil function of the optical system.

As a result the point sources are convolved with the point spread function of

the pupil which is an Airy function. The Rayleigh criterion can thus define the

resolution quantitatively as the radius of the Airy disk from the center to the first

zero.

Since it is often difficult to measure two point sources in microscopy, a blurred

image of a knife edge can be used. The Rayleigh criterion can be applied to the

softened knife edge image, where the resolution is defined as the distance between

the 10% and 90% points of the rising edge as is shown in Fig. 2.7(c). For the

Airy function in Fig. 2.7 (b) convolved with a step function, this 10-90% distance

corresponds to the extent from the origin to the first zero–the same distance for

resolving two points [7].

In FTH the image is formed by convolution between the reference transmission

profile and the sample. If the reference is an aperture it can be represented by a

circular function as shown in Fig. 2.7(a). A line cut of the blurred edge that results

from convolving the circular function with a step function is plotted in Fig. 2.7(c).

Imposing the 10-90% condition results in resolution that spans ∼ 1.4w or ∼ 70%

of the diameter of the reference aperture.
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(c) Line cut from convolution 
with knife edge 

distance
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Rayleigh Criterion for FTH 

Figure 2.7: Here the Rayleigh criterion is applied to FTH. The circular function
in (a) is spatially convolved with a step function. A line profile of the blurring of
the step function is plotted as a green curve in (c). The same was done in (b) for
an Airy function of comparable width to the circular function. The 10% and 90%
points are indicated on the line cuts in (c) for both curves, and the extent of their
separation is given. Thus according to the Rayleigh criteria the resolution set by
a circular reference should be ∼70% of the aperture diameter.

It should be noted that the width of the Airy function develops from the nu-

merical aperture of the optics in a lens based system. In FTH the numerical

aperture of the detector can also affect the spatial resolution. The detector rep-

resents multiplication by a large rectangular binary function in reciprocal space

and thus convolution with a narrow sinc function in real space. Thus to precisely

predict the expected resolution for an FTH system, both the reference and the

sinc function from the finite detector should be convolved with a step function.

In practice, the simplicity of implementing a large numerical aperture with FTH

means that the resolution is typically limited by the reference.

2.3 Coherence

Our treatment of Young’s double slit experiment in Section 2.1.1 and Fourier trans-

form holography in Section 2.1.1 assumed coherent illumination. Specifically the
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illumination was from a monochromatic plane wave since it implies perfect coher-

ence. However, perfectly coherent waves are typically not available in real exper-

iments, so partially coherent waves are used to illuminate samples. In a nutshell,

coherence quantifies the similarity of the electric field between two points, P1 and

P2. For a preliminary treatment of coherence, it is simple to consider two types

longitudinal and transverse.

Longitudinal Coherence

The longitudinal coherence can be quantified by a dimensionless number, N . To

determine this number consider Fig. 2.8 (a), which has two waves of slightly

different frequency. The two waves differ in wavelength by ∆λ. Therefore, N

is the ratio of λ/∆λ, and thus the product of N and the wavelength λ is the

longitudinal coherence length ξl. Similarly for frequency and energy we can write:

ξl = λ
λ

∆λ
= λ

ν

∆ν
= λ

E

∆E
(2.32)

Measuring the the electric field in the time domain as depicted in Fig. 2.8(a) may

be done with a Michelson interferometer [10]. A scalable implementation of the

Michelson interferometer or any other form of amplitude division interferometer

has yet to be realized at soft x-ray wavelengths. However, the frequency band-

width, ∆ν of a soft x-ray beam can be measured with a grating spectrometer.

The resolving power of a spectrometer is described by the narrowest resolvable

frequency bandwidth. Thus the resolving power is defined by ν/(∆ν), and is iden-

tical to N . The spectrometer can be used to measure the longitudinal coherence

length. Longitudinal coherence is sometimes called temporal coherence in which

case the coherence time τc is given by τc = ξl/c for a rectangular line shape of ∆ν.

Since the grating sorts the energy profile of the beam in space, it can be used

as a spectral filter. A slit placed after the grating limits the energy bandwidth of

the transmitted beam, and thus can extend the longitudinal coherence length. See

Fig. 2.8.
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Longitudinal Coherence

Grating Monochromator

(a)

(b)
Source

IntensityDetector

Figure 2.8: (a) The two waves sketched differ in wavelength by ∆λ. N is the
number of wavelengths between correlations in the amplitude between the two
waves. (b) A grating spectrometer can be used to detect the spectral bandwidth
∆ν. The monochromator offers the advantage of separating the frequencies in
space and thus can increase the longitudinal coherence length.
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Transverse Coherence

Transverse coherence describes the planar extent over which a wavefront is well

correlated. This is illustrated for case similar to a spatial filter in Fig. 2.9(a)

where three monochromatic wavefronts are emitted from a finite sized aperture of

diameter 2w. The angular spread of the beam a distance z from the source will

be geometrically limited to ∆θ = (2w)/z. The coherence length can be defined as

illustrated in Fig. 2.9(a).

ξt =
λ

∆θ
=
λz

2w
(2.33)

2.3.1 Measuring Coherence

Measuring the transverse coherence requires sampling the electric field amplitude

at two points in space. This comparison can by made for two such points, P1 and

P2 by dividing the wavefront into two separate waves or beams. This is called

wavefront division, and it can be done with a double slit or double pinhole. Figure

2.9 (b) depicts a basic wavefront interferometer where a partially coherent source

illuminates two delta function-like holes at P1 and P2. Each point acts as the

source of two new beams to be detected at Q. The optical path length between

each point and Q is given by r1 = P1−Q and r2 = P2−Q. Therefore the delay time

between the two paths is τ = (r1 − r2)/c. From Young’s double slit interference

we know that as Q explores the detection plane, the intensity will be modulated

by fringes arriving from a change in the optical path length τ = (r1 − r2)/c. The

contrast of the fringes is called the visibility and can be measured as

V =
Imax − Imin
Imax + Imin

(2.34)

where Imax is the fringe maxima and Imin the minima. A totally coherent beam

will give a visibility of unity when P1 and P2 are the same size and share the

same illumination intensity. If the visibility is less than unity and equal over the

extent of the diffraction pattern, the illuminating beam is partially coherent. If
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the visibility is measured for all possible arrangements of P1 and P2, the degree of

partial coherence can be quantified as a function of the pinhole separations. This

function is called the complex coherence factor as given by

µ(P1, P2, τ) = V(P1, P2) (2.35)

The simplest form of the Van Cittert-Zernike theorem states that the complex co-

herence factor is a spatial Fourier transformation of the incoherent source. There-

fore, by replacing the point source S in Fig. 2.9(b) with a circular source, the

mutual coherence factor takes the form of an Airy function. It is the width of this

function that defines the transverse coherence length. This width depends slightly

on the profile of the source, but for a circular source of radius w, the transverse

coherence width at a distance z is ξt = (λz)/(2w).

The implications of τ on the complex coherence factor will not be discussed.

Our discussion of the transverse coherence measurements using a wavefront division

interferometer have only probed the transverse coherence. Recall that there is

a path length difference between r1 and r2 which retards arrival of wavefronts

from P1 and P2 at Q by a time τ . Geometrically it is clear that as Q wanders

away from the optical axis, τ will increase. If the longitudinal coherence length

does not exceed τ × c, the fringe visibility of the diffraction patter will fall off as

τ increases. Therefore the fringe visibility is dependent on both transverse and

longitudinal coherence. To isolate the transverse coherence we must assume that

the longitudinal coherence exceeds all accessible values of τ , that is

τc > τ.

This is called the quasimonochromatic approximation, and it is typically simple

to achieve even with soft x-rays from a synchrotron source using modest spectral

filtering.
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Transverse Coherence
(a)

(b) Wavefront division interferometer

Source

Figure 2.9: (a) The transverse coherence length is defined at some point a distance
z from an aperture with diameter 2w. (b) A wavefront division interferometer is
used to sample the wavefront orginating from a source a two points in space, P1

and P2. Correlations at the two points will form interference fringes at Q.
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2.4 Interaction of Light and Matter

Characterizing the structure of matter is a powerful application of electromagnetic

radiation. We focus on the treatment of light and matter which is essential for

image formation. This treatment begins with a simple classical formalism for

absorption and transmission applicable across the electromagnetic spectrum. Soft

x-ray element specific contrast mechanisms are described including the sensitivity

of polarized light to magnetization.

Absorption

Light incident on a sample can either be reflected, transmitted or absorbed by

the sample. Photoelectric absorption, which is strong for soft x-rays, is the pri-

mary contrast mechanism for Fourier transform holography as it is implemented in

Chapter 4. Assuming that light is propagating through a continuous homogenous

medium, the reduction of intensity of the light as it propagates is described by an

exponential decay. The absorption intensity illustrated in Fig. 2.10 follows Beer’s

law

I(z) = Ioe
−αz (2.36)

where Io is the incident intensity and α is the intensity absorption coefficient which

is an intensive property for a material [29].

Transmission

The Fresnel equations describe the transmission and reflection characteristics for

light incident on a dielectric interface [75, 52, 3]. Transmission is the main focus

of our discussion here. The ratio of the transmitted amplitudes, and thus power,

between interfaces is shown in Fig. 2.10. The transmission coefficients account

for absorption, refraction and scattering of light during propagation through a

material of finite thickness. The ratios of incident transmitted light are described as

coefficients with their various names listed in Table 2.1. The quadratic relationship
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Beer’s Law for Absorption

Figure 2.10: The relationship between electric field and intensity absorption coef-
ficients is illustrated for transmission through a slab of finite thickness as described
by Beer’s law in Equation 2.36

between amplitude and intensity can be used, for example, to show that t =
√
T

where t is the amplitude transmission coefficient and T is the intensity transmission

coefficient.

The complex refractive index

The complex refractive index, ñ is a unitless quantity corresponding to the ratio

of the speed of light in vacuum to the speed of a given crest of an electromagnetic

wave through a particular medium. The phase velocity, vφ is given by

vφ =
ωλ

2π
=

c
√
εrµr

=
c

ñ
(2.37)

where µr is the relative permeability of the medium which at visible frequencies

can be set to one. The relative dielectric constant of the medium is εr. [37] Thus
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Table 2.1: Terminology for the optical coefficients commonly used in the literature.
The terms in bold will be used in this dissertation since they explicitly distinguish
between electric field amplitude and intensity.

Symbol Name Source
T Intensity transmission coefficient

Coefficient of transmission [29]
Transmissivity [29, 10]
Power transmittance coefficient [45, 75]
Intensity transmittivity [3]

t Amplitude transmission coefficient [45]
Amplitude transmittance [35]
Transmission coefficient [75, 10]
Amplitude transmittivity [3]

α Intensity absorption coefficient [10, 78, 3]
attenuation coefficient [75]

the complex refractive index, ñ ∼=
√
εr, describes the interaction of a medium

with the electric field of a propagating electromagnetic wave. The electric field

in a material with refractive index, ñ, is described by E(z) = Eoei
2πñz
λ . The real

part of the complex refractive index, <{ñ} = n, accounts for refraction, and the

imaginary part, ={ñ} = κ, accounts for absorption of light in the medium such

that ñ = n + iκ. This form is commonly used in the IR, visible and UV spectral

ranges where the real part, n, is the familiar index of refraction that appears in

Snell’s law and the Fresnel equations. Though negligible in transparent materials,

the imaginary part, κ is called the extinction coefficient [29]. The electric field can

thus be written

E(z) = Eoeiknze−κkz

where |k| = (2π)/λ is the wave vector. The real part of the index simply describes

the phase, φ = knz, accrued by the wave as it propagates across the medium with

phase velocity vφ 6= c. The negative exponent in the second term describes the

attenuation of the wave as it is absorbed. Squaring the second term gives, E2 =

I(z) = e−2kκz, which has the form of Equation 2.36, that is, Beer’s Law. Therefore,
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the attenuation length can be written as a function of the extinction coefficient

where α = 2kκ. As presented here the complex index applies to dielectric materials

from IR to x-ray energies.

Thus far the treatment of EM waves and matter has not described the depen-

dence of the complex refractive index on the wavelength. However, the refractive

index does change as a function of wavelength, sometimes abruptly. The index of

refraction for a canonical material is sketched in Fig. 2.11. The real and imaginary

parts show a strong dependence on frequency with many inflection points.

In a classical approach, the atom is treated as a set of damped harmonic oscil-

lators driven by an electric field. In this model the bound electrons are treated as a

mass-spring system which act as dipole oscillators. The polarization of a collection

of such oscillators induced by a time dependent electric field is characterized by

the complex dielectric constant, ε̃r. The solution that follows is derived in detail by

Jackson[52], Griffiths [37], Fox [29] or Feynman [25]. The complex index of refrac-

tion is a summation of oscillators for j sets of electrons where all of the electrons

in a set are indistinguishable.

ñ(ω) =
√
ε̃r ∼= 1 +

Nq2
e

2εome

∑
j

gj
(ω2

j − ω2)− iγjω)
(2.38)

Here N is the number of atoms per unit volume, qe and me are the electron charge

and mass, ωj is the resonant frequency, γj is the damping parameter and gj is a

phenomenological oscillator strength. The real and imaginary parts of the complex

index are plotted in Fig. 2.11.

2.4.1 Probing Matter with Soft x-rays

The classical harmonic oscillator model can also be used to describe the propaga-

tion of soft x-rays in matter. This section illustrates the mechanisms which give

soft x-rays element specific sensitivity.
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Complex Refractive Index 

frequency 

1 2 

Figure 2.11: A time varying electromagnetic wave can drive resonant oscillations in
matter. The resonances shown here appear at a range of energies corresponding to
atomic processes. Lattice vibrations, or phonons, are induced at IR wavelengths.
Ultraviolet light is resonant with inter-band transitions for outer electrons while
x-rays are resonant with core electron transitions. This represents the index of
refraction for a canonical material. For examples of actual materials, see reference
[69].

Complex refractive index at short wavelengths

Since the refractive index at x-ray wavelengths deviates only slightly from unity it

is commonly written

ñ = 1− δ + iβ (2.39)

where 1− δ is the real part and β the imaginary part, hence n = 1− δ and κ = β

[3, 78]. The real part of the refractive index is less than unity when δ is positive, as
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is typically the case for x-rays. Therefore, since δ may range from 10−4 to 10−1 in a

typical material this convention is convenient. The wavelength dependence of the

complex refractive index is also derived in terms of a classical harmonic oscillator

system in the x-ray literature [7, 3].

ñ(ω) =
√
ε̃r ∼= 1− Nq2

e

2εome

∑
j

gj
(ω2 − ω2

j ) + iγjω
(2.40)

This expression is equivalent to Equation 2.38, however since the sign conventions

in the x-ray literature are slightly different, it is shown here to avoid confusion.

The real and imaginary parts, δ and β, can also be expressed in terms of f1(ω)

and f2(ω) which are called the Henke-Gullikson atomic scattering factors,

δ =
Nreλ

2

2π
f1(ω) (2.41)

β =
Nreλ

2

2π
f2(ω) (2.42)

(2.43)

where re = e2/4πεomec
2 is the classical electron radius. The Henke-Gullikson

factors are defined by the complex atomic scattering factor F (ω) [78] as follows 1

f1(ω) = Z + F ′(ω) (2.44)

f2(ω) = F ′′(ω). (2.45)

These values have have been tabulated and are electronically accessible through the

Center for X-ray Optics [40]. It is thus straightforward to calculate the intensity

dependence of the absorption coefficient, α, from f1 or β.

α(ω) = 2kβ(ω) = 2Nreλf2(ω) (2.46)

1The complex atomic scattering factor for soft x-rays is F (ω) = Z + F ′(ω)− iF ′′(ω) where Z
is the number of electrons per atom.
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While α is simple to measure experimentally, f1, and δ are not as directly accessible.

Typically these values are therefore calculated using the Kramers-Kronig relation

[3, 78, 7]. The real terms, δ and f2, represent the retardation of a propagating

wavefront. Therefore, light that has passed a distance z through a material will

be phase shifted by φ = δkz.

Soft x-ray absorption

A time varying electromagnetic wave can drive resonant oscillations in matter as

shown in Fig. 2.11. These resonances correspond to a range of atomic scale pro-

cesses. This may include lattice vibrations, or phonons, induced at IR wavelengths.

Additionally, ultraviolet energies can excite resonant inter-band transitions of outer

electrons. The highest frequencies in Fig. 2.11 correspond to x-rays which can ex-

cite resonant core electron transitions. Transitions between these core states and

the unoccupied valence states of the atom are therefore possible. This absorption

process is depicted in Fig. 2.12(a) for an x-ray photon incident upon the transition

metals Fe, Co and Ni. The photon excites a core electron, in this case from the 2p

shell, and promotes it to the valence band leaving behind a core-hole. Because the

dipole selection rules apply to this process, the angular momentum quantum num-

ber l must change by ∆l = ±1. Therefore, the 2p core electrons in Fig. 2.12(a) can

be excited to the d or s valence states, and the intensity of the absorption line is

proportional to the number of empty valence states. The energy of this transition

differs for each element, and as a result specific atomic species can be probed by

tuning the photon energy.

For the transitions metals in Fig. 2.12 the 2p to 3d resonances are between

700 and 900eV. Figure 2.12 shows the L-edge absorption spectrum for Fe, Co and

Ni. The double peaks result from a splitting of the 2p states due to spin orbit

coupling. Clearly these sharp transitions can be used to identify the particular

elemental composition of a sample. Element specificity is just one capability of x-

ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). Others include, chemical sensitivity [71] and

as shown in Section 2.4.1, sensitivity to magnetization.
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Figure 2.12: (a) Illustration of the discrete core level energy transitions accessible
with soft x-rays in Fe, Ni and Co. (b) Absorption spectrum for a sample contain-
ing all three elements that address each element separately by tuning the energy.
Illustration adapted from [78].

The element specific nature of soft x-ray absorption can be employed as a con-

trast mechanism in the spatial domain. In this way the specific chemical and

elemental species of a sample can be imaged. Enhanced contrast is achieved by

calculating the difference between images recorded on and off resonance and thus

removing background from the signal. Often called Spectro-Microscopy this tech-

nique has been demonstrated for imaging the chemical makeup of polymer films

[2] as well as the magnetization of transition thin films [26].

XMCD: X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism

Dichroism describes the polarization dependent absorption of light. Ferromagnetic

materials exhibit a dependence in the x-ray absorption cross section that can be

observed with circular polarized light. This effect is referred to as x-ray magnetic

circular dichroism (XMCD).

The absorption mechanism for XMCD is illustrated in Fig. 2.13 for a transition

metal such a Fe. The two spin states of the density of states are plotted on opposite
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sides of the energy axis and the shaded areas indicate the populated states below

Ef . The Stoner band model predicts a ferromagnetic moment resulting from an

imbalance in the spin population, for spin up compared to spin down itinerant

electrons. This imbalance, or more precisely the spin imbalance in the unoccupied

portion of the density of states, can be probed with XMCD. The electron spin

state can not change as a result of excitation by a photon. Therefore, as shown in

Fig. 2.13(a), illumination by right circularly polarized light only probes the empty

valence states on the spin up side of the density of states, with the opposite being

true for left circular polarization. The difference between the two magnetizations

is a measure of the magnetic moment of the specific element. The polarization

dependence on absorption is illustrated in the spectra plotted in Fig. 2.13(b).

X-ray magnetic circular dichroism can be applied spatially on a sample as a

magnetization sensitive image contrast mechanism. The basic principle for this

is sketched in Fig. 2.13(c) where a magnetic film is illuminated with circularly

polarized light. The film has two magnetic domains which differ in transmission

even though the film has a uniform thickness and composition.

The strength of the XMCD interaction depends on the dot product of the

photon k vector and spin angular momentum. Therefore, the contrast is strongest

when the magnetization is parallel or antiparallel to the incident photon. The

magnetization may be induced by an applied magnetic field, but for ferromagnets

it can be remnant.
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(a)

(c) Soft x-ray Transmission fora magnetic thin film 

(b)
X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism: Transition Metals

magnetic thin film

domain wall

Figure 2.13: (a) The density of states is divided into two plots, one for each spin
state. (b) The absorption spectrum is plotted for Fe for both circular polarizations.
(c) The dichorism is illustrated by the transmission of a resonantly tuned circularly
polarized beam illuminating a magnetic thin firm. The domain wall clearly shows
the change in transmitted intensity.



Chapter 3

Design and Fabrication:

Beam-lines to Nano-structures

A survey of the relevant specifications, processes and equipment for the measure-

ments in Chapter 4 is presented in this chapter. Here the explanations are not

specific to a certain measurement (e.g. multiple reference FTH or phase contrast

holography), but rather provide a general experimental background and in some

cases detailed experimental “know how”. This includes a section on the beamlines

where experiments were performed, with particular focus on SSRL beamline 5-2

where many of the measurements were taken. Soft x-ray area detectors and per-

formance are covered as well. Sample preparation using Si3N4 membranes, sputter

deposition and focused ion beam milling is also discussed.

3.1 Coherent Scattering Beamlines

The soft x-ray brilliance required for coherent scattering limits these experiments

to synchrotron light sources–in particular, 3rd generation 1.5-3.0 GeV class, low-

emittance electron storage rings. Experiments were performed at two facilities,

namely BESSY II1 in Berlin, Germany and the SPEAR32 storage ring at the

1 Berliner Elektronenspeicherring-Gesellschaft für Synchrotronstrahlung m.b.H II
2 Stanford Positron Electron Asymmetric Ring 3

45
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rd3  Generation Synchrotron Light Sources
BESSY II      

     Berlin, Germany

SSRL   SPEAR3      

SLAC   Menlo Park, California       
Figure 3.1: (a) An arial view of BESSY II located in Berlin, Germany and (b)
SSRL located on the SLAC campus in Menlo Park, California.

Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL). Table 3.1 compares the pa-

rameters for each machine, which are displayed in Fig. 3.1.

Facility name BESSY II SSRL
Operation energy (GeV) 1.7 3.0
Maximum current (mA) 300 100 (500)
Electron emittance (nm-rad) 6.0 (h) 18.0 (h)
Reference [8] [68]

Table 3.1: Parameter comparison for SSRL and BESSY.

The brightness of undulator sources at these facilities has enabled coherent

scattering experiments to be done on realistic data collection time-scales. However,

as these are still partially coherent sources the beamline configuration including,

monochomators, optics and apertures are also critical components for preserving

the transverse coherence of the light from the source. The measurements detailed

in Chapter 4 were performed on three separate beamlines. The parameters for

each beamline are compared in Table 3.2, and a short description of each follows.
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Coherent Scattering Chambers at BESSY

(a) Speckle chamber on UE56-SGM (b) ALICE  chamber on UE52-SGM
Figure 3.2: (a) Photo of the speckle chamber endstation on BESSY UE56/1-SGM
in September of 2003. (b) Photo of the ALICE chamber endstation on BESSY
beamline BESSY UE52-SGM in November of 2005.

BESSY UE56/1-SGM

Experiments were performed at BESSY UE56/1-SGM from 2003 until March of

2004 using the so called “speckle chamber” end station. The speckle chamber

was originally designed for use at SSRL, but, before SPEAR3 was commissioned,

the chamber was installed at BESSY on beamline UE56/1-SGM as it appears in

Fig. 3.2(a). The chamber was located 2.0 m downstream of the vertical focus.

As a result, the coherent flux for these experiments was very low. Shuttering of

the beam was performed manually or with a pneumatic gate valve. A spherical

grating monochrometer was used typically with an 800 line/mm grating. While

the chamber was designed for a resistive anode multi-channel plate detector, all of

the measurements described in this work used a backside illuminated CCD which

is detailed in Section 3.3. Upon completion of beamline 5-2 and SPEAR3 the

chamber was returned to SSRL where it had been designed and built in 2002.

BESSY UE52-SGM

From April 2004 until the present, coherent scattering experiments at BESSY

have been performed on the UE52-SGM undulator beamline . A conventional soft
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x-ray scattering chamber, known at the ALICE chamber, was modified slightly

for coherent scattering on UE52-SGM. The ALICE chamber was designed and

constructed by Grabis and colleagues at the University of Konstanz [36]. The

modification for coherent scattering included baffles to mitigate stray light and

the installation of a CCD camera as shown in Fig. 3.2(b). By placing the sample

40 cm downstream of the focus, the beam which illuminates the sample mask is

vertically over 200 µm and 1.0 mm in the horizontal. The strong divergence of

the beam eliminates the need for a coherence aperture at the focus. The ALICE

chamber also features an in-vacuum electromagnet which can be rotated relative

to the sample [41, 36].

SSRL Beamline 5-2

After the completion of SPEAR 3 and the beamline 5 spherical grating mono-

chomator (SGM), first light on beamline (BL) 5-2 occurred in May of 2005 as

shown in Fig. 3.4(b). After modification for use on BL 5-2 the speckle chamber

was used to record the first coherent scattering pattern at SSRL in June of 2005.

Beamline 5-2 is discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.

Facility BESSY-II BESSY-II SSRL
Beamline UE56/1 UE52/1 5-2
ID type APPLE-II APPLE-II EPU
ID period [mm] 56 52 65
ID Number of poles 2 × 30 77 26
Monochromator SGM SGM SGM

Table 3.2: Comparison of the parameters of the various insertion device (ID)
beamlines where experiments were performed.

3.2 SSRL 5-2 Commissioning

Developing coherent scattering techniques demands a technical understanding of

the overall beamline system. This knowledge is important for designing new ex-

perimental components that operate effectively. As prototypes, these components
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may not fit into the scope of the original beamline design, but are necessary to

enable certain experiments. Knowledge gained during the early experiments at

BESSY prior to February 2004, helped to prioritize important components, such

as a shutter, that would need implementation at SSRL. Installation and testing

of these components coincided with the commissioning of beamline 5-1 and 5-2 in

2005 and 2006.

Beamline 5 at SSRL has a history of experimental development. This is appar-

ent from the insertion device source which hosts four interchangeable wigglers and

an elliptically polarized undulator (EPU). The wigglers are optimized to deliver

vacuum ultra violet (VUV) radiation, typically to the 5-4 branch line. A tunable

soft x-ray source, the EPU, is the primary device for the 5-1 and 5-2 branches which

share a the same monochromator gratings. The SGM was designed by BESTEC

GmbH of Berlin, Germany, and contains three gratings with rulings of 300, 600

and 1100 lines/mm. The 5-1 branch line is designed to form a small focal spot

for various spectroscopic studies of surfaces, interfaces and materials. Beamline

5-2 is optimized for small angle soft x-ray scattering. The monochrometer enables

resonant scattering. The matched vertical and horizontal divergence of the BL 5-2

focus along with spatial filtering capabilities are favored for coherent scattering.

The installation of the optics and the SGM for beamline 5-1 and 5-2 is only tem-

porary and is scheduled to be relocated in late 2007 to beamline 13 where it will

be serviced by a new EPU.

Focal Coincidence Measurement

The first commissioning activity on beamline 5-2 was the alignment of the vertical

and horizontal refocusing mirrors. This included optimization of their focal lengths

to be coincident at one point along the optical axis. Two mirrors are needed

to produce a focal spot because each focuses in one dimension like a cylindrical

optic. Both mirrors have spherical figures, but at grazing incidence the tangential

(meridional) focusing dominates. For a spherical mirror with radius of curvature
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Undulator

(a) Sourceand frontend optics

Four jawslits
Entrance slit

Sphericalgrating
Mirrorm0

Mirror52m2
Exitslits
Shutter

Coherenceaperture Mirror52m3

Sample 
Flippermirror

Ce:YAGScintillator

SSRL Beamline 5-2 Optical Layout  

CCDDetector

(b) Sphericalgrating monochromatorsystem (c) 5-2 Branchoptics

(d) Beam focus diagnostics

(e) Specklechamber

Figure 3.3: (a) The EPU source shared by BL 5-1 and 5-2. The m0 mirror
images the source onto the entrance slit and has a low reflectivity at hard x-ray
energies. (b) The spherical grating monochromator system, note that the 52m2
mirror is the only horizontal optic and is located between the grating and the exit
slit of the SGM. (c) The shutter and vertical focusing mirror are the final beamline
components. (d) A mirror and screen were developed to optimize the beam focus
without moving the sample. (e) The speckle chamber endstation.
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Optical Element Position from source Focal length [m]
along optical axis [m]

50 four jaw slits 12.6 -
M0 mirror (vert) 15.0 3.31

Entrance slits 18.0 -
SGM (horz) 20.0 4.3

52M2 horizontal mirror 21.27 7.57
Exit slits 24.37 -

52M3 vertical mirror 26.6 1.71
Flipper mirror 27.1 ∞

Sample position 28.3 -

Table 3.3: Relevant optical components on BL 5-2 and their position along the
optical axis from the source as well the focal length are given.

R, the focal length is

ftan =
R sin θ

2
(3.1)

where θ is the angle of incidence. Since R is fixed for 52m2 and 52m3 the incidence

angle was the only available parameter for tuning the focal length. For alignment,

the mirrors can also be translated transverse to the optical axis. The goal during

commissioning was to optimize the angle (mirror pitch) and translation (mirror

insertion) to form the smallest possible focus with the highest fluence. To achieve

this it was necessary to monitor the beam profile over a range of positions within

30 cm of the focus and so a beam profile monitor was developed.

Beam Profile Monitor

The beam profile was measured by imaging the fluorescence signature of the

beam on a cerium doped yttrium aluminum garnet crystal or Ce:YAG shown in

Fig. 3.4(b). The crystal which is 15 mm in diameter and 500 µm thick was pur-

chased from Marketech International Inc. By mounting it on a fixture fastened to
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SSRL BL 5-2 Focal Coincidence Optimization (a) Focus bellows system (b) Beam on Ce:YAG

(c) Images of beam on Ce:YAG from avideo CCD camera

Figure 3.4: Image of the beam profile monitor being used to establish focal co-
incidence on BL 5-2. (a) The translatable bellows connected to the final port of
the beamline. (b) The first light on BL 5-2 appears as a small bright spot on the
Ce:YAG crystal within the 2.75 inch CF viewport. (c) Images of the beam along
the optical axis depict the depth of focus vertically for the beam.

the view port gasket at the end of a bellows, the Ce:YAG crystal could be trans-

lated along the optical axis over a 60 cm range. Images of the beam fluorescence

were recorded with a relay optic on a video CCD (Sony XC-HR50). The resolu-

tion was limited by the CCD pixel size and not by vibration or optical aberrations.

Optimized images of the beam are shown in Fig. 3.4 upstream, at the focus and

downstream of the focus for a vertical exit slit opening of 30 µm.

Flipper Mirror

After completing the initial alignment of BL 5-2 depicted in Fig. 3.4, the beam pro-

file monitor was removed so that the speckle chamber endstation could be installed.

The flipper mirror system displayed in Fig. 3.5(a) was constructed to monitor the

beam profile along the depth of focus while the endstation was connected to the

beamline. In this way the beam focus can be optimized without disrupting the
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position of components within the speckle chamber near the focus. This capability

is enabled by installing a retractable mirror, the flipper mirror, upstream of the

endstation. By rigidly mounting the beam profile monitor introduced in Fig. 3.4(a)

vertically over the flipper mirror, the focus formed by the reflected beam is used for

optimization. After completing the focal optimization the mirror can be removed

to allow the beam to pass into the experimental endstation.

To observe the beam focus, the multilayer mirror is positioned at 45o by a

kinematic mount as shown in Fig. 3.5(b). A multilayer mirror is necessary due to

the poor reflectivity of soft x-rays at 45o . For experiments the mirror is retracted

from the beam. By precisely repositioning the mirror in the beam, it is possible

to observe changes in the position of the beam focus in addition to monitoring the

focal intensity profile. To achieve such precise reproducibility the mirror mount

arm pivots on two flexure bearings. Rotational reproducibility is ensured by a

kinematic mount consisting of a 0.25 inch polished tungsten carbide sphere which

is pressed against a hardened steel plate. A spring provides constant loading on

the kinematic mount when the mirror is positioned to monitor the beam. A chain

attached to the mirror mount is used to retract the mirror arm and allow the beam

to pass downstream into the experimental endstation.

Piezo Shutter

The soft x-ray sensitive in-vacuum CCD camera detects photons during readout, so

the illumination of the camera must be controllable to preserve the image integrity.

It is convenient to place a mechanical shutter at a position where the beam is

narrow. The shutter was placed 45.7 cm downstream of the exit slits where there

is a vertical beam focus. This position is ideal since it does not interfere with the

experimental end-station. However, placing the shutter between critical optical

components does require UHV compatibility as well as high reliability.

Mechanical actuation of the shutter is achieved in-vacuum with a piezo electric

bending motor. The bender is designed for operation with an arbitrary waveform

and it can mechanically block the entire beam in a few milliseconds. The head
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Flipper Mirror and Beam Focus Profile Monitor(a) Profile monitor installed onSSRL BL 5-2 
(b) Flipper mirror mechanism prior toinsertion into the vacuum system 

(c) CAD rendering showsan assembly model of theprofile monitor system including the kinematic mount 

60 cmtravel

view port view port

optical platformfor CCD mount
mirrormounttungstencarbidespheremultilayermirror on optical flat

flexturebearingflexturebearing

retractionchain
x-ray beam

beam

rotationrotation

Figure 3.5: (a) The flipper mirror is located in the tee at the bottom of the bellows
in the photograph. A CCD camera (not shown) images the beam on a Ce:YAG
crystal at the top of the bellows through a quartz view port. The bellows is rigidly
mounted to mitigate vibration which would blur the detected beam image. (b) A
photo of the flipper mirror insert. The multilayer mirror is mounted in an arm
that rotates on two flexure bearings. As pictured the mirror is in position to reflect
the beam at 45o to the Ce:YAG crystal. The retraction chain is used to rotate the
mirror mount by 10o-15o so that the beam may pass onto the experimental end
station.
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of the shutter module is shown in Fig. 3.6(a,b). The compact design of the head

allows it to be inserted into a 2.75 inch CF flange cross. The implementation of a

two poled piezo borrows from the shutter designed and built by Tolek Tyliszczak

for the operation of the STXM on beamline 11.0.2 at the Advanced Light Source.

The bender consists of a 380 µm thick stainless steel shim sandwiched between

two lead-zirconate titanate piezoelectric films. The films have the same polarity

and are coated with Ni for conductivity. The bending motor was purchased from

Piezo System of Cambridge, Massachusetts under catalog number T215-A4SS-

303Y. The bender element is mechanically clamped which provides for electrical

contact to the piezoelectric films. The stainless steel shim acts as the other elec-

trode. Electrical contact is made with a wire affixed by conducting silver filled

epoxy to a narrow 2.5 mm strip where the piezoelectric film was removed thus

exposing the steel shim electrode.

While resonant operation is not preferred the bender is a mechanical cantilever,

and has an eigenfrequency of 220 Hz. This frequency results from an optimization

of the length and stiffness of the bender to achieve the necessary travel to block

the beam while still fitting within the vacuum cross. The full stroke of the tip of

the bender is 600 µm which is sufficient to block most of the beam. An additional

baffle opposite the shutter as shown in Fig. 3.6(c) masks the remainder of the beam

when the shutter is in the closed position.

To avoid ringing at the resonant frequency, the electronic driver includes a

single poled low pass filter with an RC time constant of τRC = 1.2 ms. While

this prolongs the response of the bender slightly, it greatly reduces the ringing and

ultimately makes the shutter more effective. The electronic driver switches the

polarity of the 60 V DC driving potential which actuates the shutter. Switching

can be controlled manually with the driver or remotely with a signal from the CCD

controller or a function generator. Overall this provides a convenient method for

modulating the beam both for the readout of the camera as well as zeroing detectors

and minimizing the exposure to radiation sensitive samples.
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Piezoelectric Beam Shutter
(a) Side view of the assembled shutter head (b) CAD renderingof the shutter head 

(c) CAD renderingshutter inserted into a2.75 inch six-way cross

stainlesssteelsupportpost

stationary bafflepiezoelectricbender
bender motion x-ray beamclamp

screw holevent
19 mm

electrical contactto center electrode

 electrical isolator

electricalconnectionpost

Figure 3.6: (a) The shutter head as assembled. The lower clamp section makes
electrical contact with the Ni film on the piezoelectric bender, and is electrically
isolated from the support post. The steel support shim sandwiched between the
piezoelectric elements is electrically connected to the narrow wire with silver filled
epoxy. (b) CAD rendering of the shutter head shows the motion of the piezo
bender. (c) A CAD rendering shows the shutter assembly housed in a 2.75 inch
CF flange six way cross, with an additional stationary baffle opposite the shutter.
Both the shutter and the baffle are connected to the vacuum cross via compact
linear translation stages. These feed-throughs are used to position the shutter for
optimum beam blocking performance.
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Speckle Chamber Endstation

The speckle chamber endstation introduced in Section 3.1 was originally con-

structed at SSRL in 2002 [20]. Figure 3.7shows that x-rays entering the chamber

first pass into a 6-inch six-way cross, called the coherence cross. The coherence

cross is outfitted with a three axis x-y-z manipulator as shown in Fig. 3.7. Typ-

ically coherence apertures or reference filters are introduced to the beam in this

cross. Immediately downstream is another cross with four 2.75 inch CF flanges

used to measure the beam intensity. Linear and rotary feed throughs have been

introduced in these flanges to insert photodiode detectors and phosphor screens

into the beam. Viewports on the cross are used to monitor the beam position

or the diode placement. The next downstream section is the sample cross. It is

capable of 20o rotation from the optical axis because it is mounted on an 18 inch

slew ring bearing. The rotation is limited by the compliance of the 8-inch welded

bellows between the sample and coherence crosses. Manipulation of the sample

is accomplished with a three axis manipulator inserted into the top of the cross.

A second three axis manipulator mounted to the bottom of the cross controls the

position of the guard aperture baffle. Both three axis manipulators are equipped

with a rotational degree of freedom. The aforementioned components are part of

the original design of the chamber and remain unmodified.

The frame of the chamber consists of two 1.5 inch thick aluminum plates. For

operation on BESSY beamline UE56/1-SGM the upper plate was supported 14

inches above the lower plate by six aluminum posts. The beam at beamline 5-2 at

SSRL is 54.1 inches above the experimental floor, therefore seven new aluminum

support posts were fabricated each post is 3.0 inches in diameter and is 32.0 inches

long. Additionally for the chamber to fit in position at beamline 5-2, 10 inch

sections were removed from one side of both the upper and lower plates. This

modification restricts the rotational freedom of the sample chamber and detector

arm to one direction.

The major modification to the chamber was the implementation of a completely

in-vacuum CCD camera, for which the operations and specification details are pro-

vided below in Section 3.3. This all in-vacuum design allows the CCD array to be
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75cm 30cm

In-vacuum
CCD camera

Sample 
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Coherence
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Speckle Chamber Endstation On Beamline 5-2 at SSRL
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Figure 3.7: Illustrated photograph of the speckle chamber endstation on beamline
5-2 at SSRL. A CAD rendering of the CCD camera is superposed on the image
since the camera resides in-vacuum within the bellows. The vacuum, coolant and
electrical connections to the camera are all supported by the 8-inch flange to the
right the camera. The 8-inch camera support flange is secured by a clamp mounted
to a translation stage. This enables the camera to translate over a 30 cm range
in-vacuum.

positioned between 0-30 cm from the sample. In this way, the range of momen-

tum transfer q and momentum transfer increment qinc can be adjusted without

changing the photon energy. The CCD camera was purchased commercially, but

required a custom mount for translation in-vacuum.

3.3 Detectors

The beam profile monitor in Fig. 3.4 used a Ce:YAG crystal to convert soft x-rays

to visible light for detection. Soft x-rays can also be directly detected in-vacuum

with both point and area detectors. The photo current that results when a metal

surface or mesh is illuminated by the soft x-ray beam is one way to measure

the incident intensity. The current from a photodiode can be used for absolute
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intensity measurements. While the full beam intensity at the endstation may

produce photocurrents on the order of milliamperes a weak signal may be on the

order of picoamperes. Therefore low noise current amplifiers, Keithley 427, are used

for these measurement. Charged coupled device area detectors or CCD cameras

may be used as area detectors and can feature excellent sensitivity at soft x-ray

energies.

Photodiodes for Soft x-ray Detection

Photodiodes provide excellent dynamic range which is useful for alignment. Sam-

ple alignment is accomplished by raster scanning the sample through the beam

and measuring the transmitted intensity on a photodiode. The photodiode used

for these experiments was the AXUV-100 transfer standard model manufactured

by International Radiation Detectors Inc. of Torrance California [39]. These pho-

todiodes are also sensitive to the visible spectrum so for low light measurements

all view ports were covered and every light source within the chamber such as ion

gauges was switched off.

CCD Detector

Detecting soft x-rays with a CCD requires backside illumination of the array. This

means that the soft x-ray photons are detected directly on the active layer of the

CCD and need not be transmitted by any oxides or electronics on the surface

of the array. Backside illuminated CCD arrays are manufactured by removing

the substrate from a conventional CCD. As a result the manufacturing yield and

demand are low so the price of blemish free scientific grade backside illuminated

CCD arrays is around 20 k$. Typically only 5-10 µm of Si remain between the

detection surface of the CCD arrary and the readout electronics [54]. This provides

for 80-100% quantum efficiency at soft x-ray energies and means there is no dead

space between pixels.

The average number of electron hole pairs, Ne created upon detection of a soft
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x-ray photon with energy Eγ is [54]

Ne =
Eγ[eV]

3.65
. (3.2)

Therefore, an 800 eV photon will create around 220 electrons. Assuming all of

these electrons populate a single well or pixel they will be converted to a digital

number or DN corresponding to the grayscale of the pixel in the image. The

number of counts Ncounts in DN for a 16-bit camera ranges from 0 to 65,535. The

camera gain constant K [e−/DN], is proportional to the number of electrons for

each DN unit. It accounts for all processes between accumulation of electrons

after detection including transfer, amplification and digitization of the charge that

is readout. The number of photons corresponding to a given DN count rate is thus

[54]

Nγ = NcountsK
3.65

Eγ[eV]
. (3.3)

Linear detection is absolutely essential for recording holograms. Soft x-rays deposit

much more charge than visible photons so the accumulated charge in each well must

not exceed the linear well capacity which is typically 105 e−. Linearity can also be

lost if the detected charge exceeds the maximum DN. To avoid this saturation it

is desirable to match the camera gain constant to the linear full well capacity of a

pixel. The number of 800 eV photons that can be linearly detected with a linear

full well of 2 × 105 e− is Nγ ∼ 900. In this model the dynamic range for such a

CCD would be ∼ 103 even if the bit depth of the camera was much greater. To

avoid saturation K < 3 is suitable.

Noise is also present in the detected signal. Thermal noise or dark current is

minimized by cooling the CCD array below −50o C during operation. For exposure

times less than 30 seconds readout noise is the dominate source with typical values

being 10 e− rms per pixel. Because the number of electrons generated by a soft

x-ray photon is much greater than the noise sources, single photon detection is

achievable.
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CCD Camera Specifications

Two different CCD camera models were used for the measurements in Chapter 4.

Table 3.4 compares the specifications of each camera. The experiments performed

at BESSY both with the speckle chamber and the ALICE chamber used the Prince-

ton Instruments PI-SX camera which is shown on the chambers in Fig. 3.2. While

the CCD array is mounted in-vacuum the electronics for the PI-SX are packaged

outside of the vacuum enclosure. As shown in Fig. 3.2 the camera is fixed relative

to the sample limiting the accessible momentum transfer.

Experiments at SSRL on BL 5-2 used the PI-MTE also manufactured by Prince-

ton Instruments. The entire MTE housing is compatible with high vacuum oper-

ation. As explained in the next section, this allows for the distance between the

camera and the sample to be adjusted thus allowing the momentum transfer range

to be optimized.

Princeton Instruments Model PI-SX 2048B PI-MTE 1300B
Pixel count 2048x2048 1300x1340
Pixel size [µm] 13.5 20
ADC readout bits 16 16
K [e−/ DN] 2.5 (mid) 1.9 (mid)
gain constant software selected jumper selected
Linear full well [e−] 100k 200 k
Readout noise @ 1 MHz [e− rms] 10 10
Vacuum pressure [Torr] 10−7 10−6

CCD array temperature [oC] -70 -50
Coolant temperature [oC] 17 0

Table 3.4: Specifications and characteristics for two soft x-ray sensitive CCD cam-
era models manufactured by Princeton Instruments Inc. of Trenton, New Jersey.
The values that are given correspond to typical operating conditions. [50]

In-Vacuum CCD Camera Mount

While the PI-SX can simply be fastened to a 4.5 inch CF flange on the scat-

tering chamber, the PI-MTE must be mounted within the chamber vacuum. The

mounted PI-MTE as illustrated in Fig. 3.8 is inserted into an 8-inch welded bellows
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as shown in Fig. 3.7. The system is clamped out of vacuum such that the mount

and camera can be translated by a linear stage along the optical axis. The mount

must be mechanically stable and vacuum compatible. Vacuum feed throughs are

necessary for the electrical connections and to manipulate the beam-stop mechan-

ically. Chilled coolant provides thermal stability to the CCD electronics as well

as the thermoelectric element. The coolant delivery lines were connected in a sec-

ondary vacuum chamber to prevent leakage from a failed connector to enter the

contiguous vacuum between the experimental chamber and the electron storage

ring. The secondary vacuum chamber is integrated into the tubular portion of

the camera support arm. Compressed rubber o-rings provided a seal between the

secondary vacuum of the coolant pipes and the primary vacuum. A flexible con-

nection between the coolant lines and seal was provided by welded metal bellows

connected to the o-ring compression nut. In this way the camera position was only

defined by the one rigid mechanical connection to the support arm, thus avoiding

any stress on the camera housing. The beam-stop is mounted directly in front of

the CCD camera and can be radially manipulated by way of a tensioned wire and

pulley system.

Beam-stop

To cope with the limited dynamic range of the CCD camera, a region of the

scattering pattern may be obstructed by a beam-stop or beam-block. Since the

highest intensity is typically located at the smallest scattering angle the beam-stop

must be placed near the center of the camera. Ideally the beam-stop blocks only

the high intensity central portion of the array. This can be difficult to achieve

since the beam-stop must be mechanically supported. The beam-stops pictured in

Fig. 3.9 are optimized under these design constraints.

The x-ray opaque beam-stop is formed by an ultra high vacuum compatible

epoxy bead supported by a 13.5 µm W wire coated with Au purchased from

California Fine Wire in Grover Beach, California. Because the wire support is

comparable to the size of a single CCD pixel, the hologram is only slightly de-

graded. Two different sized beam-stops are featured in Fig. 3.9(b) and (c). The
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High Vacuum PI-MTE CCD Camera Mount(a) CCD camera mount assembly 

(b) CAD rendering of CCD camera and mount 

(c) Assembly prior to insertioninto the vacuum chamber 

stainless steel support tube and vacuumchamber for coolant line connections
camera support arm

CCD arrayprotectionplate

electricalcable

11.6 cm
8.0 cm

heat sink & mountingpoint
beamstopmount andpulleys

beamstopand pulleymount

linear feed-through for beamstopcablePI MT- Ec aamer
beamstoptension springs

flexible vacuumcoupling overcoolant lines connectionsfor coolant lines

Figure 3.8: (a) In-vacuum camera assembly. The PI-MTE camera is mechanically
mounted to a stainless steel support structure. The electrical ribbon cable includes
power and signal wires as well as wires to drive the thermoelectric cooling element.
(b) CAD rendering shows the differentially pumped space within the support tube.
The coolant line connections are isolated from the experimental chamber vacuum
system by the flexible vacuum coupling. (c) Photograph includes the 8-inch CF
flange which supports the mounting arm as well as all of the utility lines to operate
the camera (e.g. coolant, power, signal and beam-stop).
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Soft X-ray Opaque Beamstop System   
(a) CCD camera mounted within the bellowsof the speckle chamber. A reflection is apparent on the silicon CCD array surface.  

(b) 

(c) 6.0 
mc

fork to supportthe beamstop

800 mm

13.5 mmtungstenwire 

epoxy bead beamstopon support wire wire and pulley systemto rotate fork 

Photographs of epoxy beamstops 

hard stop to limit themotion of the fork

Figure 3.9: (a) The fork frame for the beam-stop rotates (yellow arrow) about a
pulley which is actuated by a tensioned wire connected to a linear feed through.
Photographs taken through an optical microscope show (b) a ∼ 800 µm beam-stop
and (c) a smaller ∼ 180 µm beam-stop.

wire supporting the beam-stops is delicately tensioned between the fork mounted

to a pulley thereby allowing for angular actuation of the beam-stop. Because the

detector arm can rotate the camera in a direction that is perpendicular to the

motion of the beam-stop, nearly all positions on the CCD can be obscured by the

beam-stop. The range of motion of the mounting fork allows it to be moved out

of the field of view of the CCD leaving it completely unobstructed. The prongs

of the fork can also be used to block the beam. This mode is especially useful for

small angle scattering and reflection experiments where the transmitted beam can

be large.
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3.4 Sample Fabrication

Integrating the holographic mask and sample enabled many of the measurements

presented in Chapter 4. A detailed description of the criteria for sample design

and fabrication is addressed in this Section. An illustrated summary of the sample

fabrication process flow is shown in Fig. 3.10.

Silicon Nitride Membranes

Silicon nitride, (Si3N4), is a durable insulating film with weak absorption at soft

x-ray energies. A Si3N4 membrane with tens of nanometers thickness spanning

hundreds of micrometers can be fabricated using simple lithography and wet etch-

ing or commercially purchased.

Silicon nitride is deposited onto a Si wafer substrate (Fig. 3.10 (a)) by low

pressure chemical vapor deposition. The Si3N4 film grows evenly on both sides

of the double sided wafer as shown in Fig. 3.10 (b). To form membranes in the

Si3N4 film a square is etched through the Si3N4 on one side of the wafer as illus-

trated in From Fig. 3.10(c). From Fig. 3.10(d) it is clear that the size of etched

Si3N4 square is proportional to the size of the membrane, but the thickness of the

wafer must be taken into account if a specific membrane window size is desired.

Potassium hydroxide in an aqueous solution is an anisotropic wet etchant for Si.

The etch rate for the Si <100> planes is much greater than the etch rate along

the Si <111> planes. Since the etch rate for Si3N4 film is also substantially less

than the rate along the Si <100> planes, a Si3N4 membrane window forms once

the Si is completely removed as shown in Fig. 3.10(d). The Si from the wafer that

remains after the etch forms a window frame which supports the membrane. By

cleaving or cutting the wafer, the membranes can be processed individually.

The individual Si3N4 membranes mounted on the sample holder in Fig. 3.11(c)

were purchased from Silson Ltd. in England. The sample appearing in the image

has a 100 nm thick Si3N4 membrane which forms a 150 × 100 µm rectangular

window. The Si frame which is supports the membrane is 200 µm thick.
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Integrated FTH Mask Process Flow
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Silicon substrate (100) 
Silicon nitride deposited with lowpressure chemical vapor deposition
Optical lithography and dry etchingused to remove the silicon nitride 
Potassium hydroxide anisotropic wetetch selectively removes silicon to form the silicon nitride window
Gold is deposited by sputterdeposition for x-ray opaque layer
Sample film is deposited on the bottom side of the membrane
Object hole is milled with theFocused Ion Beam system
Reference apperture is milled with the Focused Ion Beam

Figure 3.10: A series of illistrations that show the development process for a
general integrated FTH mask from the Si wafer through the final FIB work.
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Au Sputter Deposition

While the Si3N4 membrane is transparent, a soft x-ray opaque mask is desired for

most of the experimental measurements in Chapter 4. Elements with high atomic

numbers like Au (Z=79) are excellent soft x-ray attenuators. Gold is particularly

desirable because of its ease to deposit and etch. To create the opaque film, Au is

deposited with magnetron DC sputter deposition in an Argon atmosphere of 5.0

mTorr. At a power of 50 W the Au deposition rate is ∼40 nm/min. Sputtering

at 100 W increases the deposition rate along with the grain size of the film. For

optimum milling with the focused ion beam a lower power of 50 W was preferred

as explained in Section 3.5. A 5 nm Cr adhesion layer was deposited immediately

preceding the Au deposition.

3.5 Focused Ion Beam

Focused ion beam (FIB) systems directly structure materials on the nanoscale

without the need to pattern and process a resist. FIB systems are well suited for

prototyping nano-structures but are less amenable to wafer scale processing. While

the development of FIB systems was motivated by their ability to correct processing

mistakes in very large integrated systems, FIB machines are increasingly becoming

an important tool for nanoscale materials processing and characterization. FIB

systems to address such applications appeared commercially in the year 2000, and

have since redefined transmission electron microscopy sample preparation. The

FIB uses the momentum of accelerated ions to kinetically remove or sputter atoms

from a surface. Focusing the beam to nanoscale dimensions allows the FIB to

pattern sub 100 nm features in nearly any material.

FIB Capabilities and Operation

The FIB system used for these experiments is a Strata DB 235 manufactured

by FEI of Hillsboro, Oregon. This FIB system is maintained by the Stanford

Nanocharacterization Laboratory (SNL) as a user machine and is pictured in
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Fig. 3.11(a). The ion beam originates from a liquid metal gallium source with

a nominal emission current of 2.2 µA. The Ga+ ions are then accelerated to 30kV

and focused onto the sample. Insertable apertures within the ion column are used

to reduce the beam current, and thus the intensity. Ion beam currents between 1

pA and 20 nA are available. This FIB system is called a dual beam (DB) because

it features both an ion column and an electron column as shown in Fig. 3.11(b). A

secondary electron image can be formed by scanning the ion beam, but this process

is destructive. Therefore, an electron beam enables non-destructive SEM imaging

of the sample being structured, but only when the ion beam is not incident on

the sample. Milling with the ion beam is typically done at normal incidence with

respect to the sample as shown in Fig. 3.11(b). The sample stage is designed to

translate the sample about the a point in space, known as the eucentric, where

both the electron and ion beams are coincident. As a result the electron beam

field of view can be matched to the area being milled by the ion beam. These

characteristics give the machine enormous versatility for nanotechnology research.

FTH Transmission Masks

The holographic transmission mask illustrated in Fig. 2.4 can be applied to soft

x-rays as displayed in Fig. 4.2. A cross section of a holographic mask integrated

with a magnetic multilayer sample is featured in Fig. 3.12. The steps for patterning

the mask appear in Fig. 3.10(g,h) and are described below. The image in Fig. 3.12

was taken after using the FIB to cross section cut a typical FTH mask structure.

A 1.5 µm object aperture defines the field of view for the sample and the 100

nm reference aperture creates the reference beam. A 100 nm thick Si3N4 film

appears as a dark layer between the 600 nm thick Au film and the sample below.

The reference aperture penetrates completely through the entire structure giving

it unity transmission. The high aspect ratio of the reference structure is the key

element to this implementation of Fourier transform holography.

The ion beam in the FIB system is continuous and has an intensity profile that

is Gaussian. Because the sputter rate is proportional to the intensity, the milling
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5 mm500 mm

50 mm

5 mm

Dual Beam FIB System and Sample(a) FEI Strata 235 DB

(c) Sample holderand SEM imagesof sample 

Electron ColumnIonColumn
5 mm

o52

(b)

Membrane sample onholder ateucentric

Figure 3.11: (a) The FIB system in the SNL at Stanford. (b) Tilting the stage to
52o allows the sample to move about a point in the chamber (the eucentric point)
where electron and ion beam are coincident. (c) Patterning nanoscale structures
requires nanoscale stability. The Si3N4 samples were mechanically mounted using
a specially designed sample holder. For scale the sample membrane frame is shown
along series electron micrographs take at increasing magnification.
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profile is also Gaussian. Specific patterns can be milled by rastering the beam in

a path that describes the pattern. The path is described by a set of connected

points in a 4096 x 4096 matrix. The milling parameters for each x and y point

along the path include the milling duration at each point or dwell time and an

overlap between adjacent points in the matrix. These parameters create the path

or cycle which is repeated by the ion beam for the overall milling duration that is

desired. For simple geometric shapes with constant overlap and dwell time values

the path can be defined with the same software that is used to operate the FIB

system. By drawing the shape(s) of the desired pattern, the software calculates

and executes an optimized milling path; the shapes can be saved as a pattern file.

For more complex geometries, a text file containing an overlap and dwell time for

each x and y point can be imported into the software as a so called stream file;

this bypasses the pattern file completely.

Small ion beam currents such as 1 pA and 10 pA are specified to achieve

the smallest focal spot size which is 10 nm. The focal spot size for the largest

beam current, 20 nA, is specified to be over 100 nm. Intuitively the milling rate

is proportional to the beam current, but the quality of the beam focus also has a

significant influence. A poorly focused beam will not mill as well as one that is well

focused at the sample surface. Therefore, it is important to achieve a consistent

focus when reproducibility is important.

Object Holes

The field of view in FTH is determined by the object beam. Here the object beam

defines the portion of the sample which will be illuminated. The object beam is

formed by removing the soft x-ray opaque Au film from the mask as shown in

Fig. 3.10(g). Because the FIB milling rate for Au is around ten times more than

the milling rate for Si3N4, it is possible to use the Si3N4 film to selectively etch

the Au leaving the surface below the Si3N4 unperturbed. The slower milling rate

for Si3N4 results from strong covalent bonding. However, Cr which is used as the

adhesion layer for the Au also sputters slower than the Au and may also contribute

to the milling selectivity.
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Integrated Fourier Transform Holography Mask(a) FTH mask cross section 
1.0 mmObject aperture Referenceaperture

Au film SiN
Sample

(b) Enlargment

Figure 3.12: (a) SEM image of a cross section of an integrated FTH mask. (b) A
magnified image of the unity transmission reference which is 100 nm in diameter
at the point of penetration. The sample is a Co/Pt magnetic multilayer film.

The object hole in Fig. 3.13(a) was milled with an 11 pA beam and has an outer

radius of 1.0 µm. A dwell time of 1.0 µs with 50% overlap was specified for milling

and the ion beam magnification was 35 kX. Most of the 600 nm thick Au film was

removed from the Si3N4 after 90 seconds of milling, but a ∼200 nm bump of Au

remained on the right side. Rastering the beam over the entire hole to remove a

small bump of Au could result in undesired penetration of the Si3N4 film. To avoid

this the 1 pA beam was used to mill targeted 200 to 400 nm circles over the bump.

The circles were milled in 1 and 2 second periods so that the milling progress could

be monitored incrementally. Even with the lower beam current the overall exposure

was only 20 additional seconds. In the end two residual Au features remain in the

right side of the hole in Fig. 3.13(a). Additional milling may begin to penetrate

the Si3N4 potentially perturbing the sample below. Though time consuming, this

procedure is effective for consistently forming object holes. The exact parameters

for forming an object hole such as this one may differ depending on the FIB system

and the Au film, therefore the process is emphasized here since it is more generally

applicable.

A method to mill object holes that is more consistent is desirable for improving

the scalability of FTH. The difficulty in realizing this is apparent from Fig. 3.13(b)
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where four object holes were milled with exactly the same parameters. The stan-

dard 1.0 µs dwell time and 50% overlap were used on all four holes. With a radius

of 0.75 µm each hole was milled for 80 seconds at the beam current of 12 pA.

The range in the faction of Si3N4 exposed in each hole in Fig. 3.13(b) is obviously

undesirable.

To investigate the mechanisms for the lack of reproducibility, a sequence of

SEM images of a single hole structure were recorded during the milling process.

The image sequence appears in Fig. 3.13(c). After 200 seconds of milling a small

bump clearly emerges in the structure, and after 400 seconds the structure appears

unaffected by the ion beam. While the Au is removed after 600 seconds from most

of the hole a large structure or stubborn grain remains. This was also the case in

Fig. 3.13(a).

An understanding and solution to this problem would be very helpful. Attempts

to vary the FIB milling and sputter deposition parameters yielded little insight,

and began to fall outside the scope of this work. A few observations were made.

This problem appears mostly in face centered cubic metals like, Pt, Cu and Au. In

a secondary electron image from the ion beam the stubborn grain always appears

with a much darker shade than the areas which mill steadily.

Listed below are a few considerations to cope with this problem and thus create

object holes that are satisfactory for soft x-ray FTH.

• Using Au films that were sputtered at a lower power (50 W) results in smaller

grains.

• Thinner Au films reduce the probability that a stubborn grain will appear,

but a thinner film also increases the x-ray transmission of the mask. Gold

films between 700 nm and 1.0 µm were found to work well.

• Smaller object holes are simpler to form when a completely clean Si3N4 layer

is desired. Holes smaller than 2.0 µm in diameter are typically sufficient.

• Thicker Si3N4 films are more robust, but also make reference hole drilling

more difficult. Films of Si3N4 were usually 100 to 150 nm thick.
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• An understanding of the consequences of residual Au remaining in the hole is

important. For some experiments it may not be critical to have an absolutely

clean Si3N4 film.

• Circular patterns always work better than rectangular structures. This is

because the raster path for a circle is a spiral which distributes the beam

over the entire pattern without favoring a particular edge.

• In general the areas near an edge will mill faster due to the reflection of the

a portion of the beam by the wall at the edge. Therefore, it is good practice

to change the radius of the object circle by 5-10% periodically in the process

of milling to avoid the edges from milling quicker than the center. This was

likely one of the problems in the second hole from the right in Fig. 3.13(b).

Reference Apertures

The reference beam is necessary to encode the phase of the object wave in the

hologram. The resolution of the reconstructed images in FTH is defined, in part,

by the extent of the reference. Therefore, a small high transmission reference

structure is desired. Because the FIB focal spot can be as small as 10 nm with a

few 100 nm depth of focus, it is capable of forming nanoscale features with aspect

ratios greater than 10. The reference is best formed after the object is complete as

shown in Fig. 3.10(h) to avoid redeposition of material in the reference aperture

while the object is milled. The reference performs best when it penetrates the

entire structure including the sample.

The strategy for milling reference apertures is different than forming an object

hole. Reference apertures are best made in a single milling step. They also require

the beam to be superbly focused. A good focus is always helpful for achieving the

best results so the following focusing methods should be applied before all precision

milling steps.

Focusing begins by deciding the desired ion beam current, typically 1 pA or 10

pA. Achieving a good focus is only possible when the aperture is properly aligned
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Milling Object Apertures with the FIB
(a) Object aperture 

2.0 mm
(b) Series of object holes milled with      the same beam parameters5.0 mm

(c) Object aperture milling evolution 
 t = 200 s  t = 400 s  t = 600 s

4.0 mm

Figure 3.13: SEM images of object apertures for FTH. (a) A typical object apper-
ture. (b) A series of apertures milled with the same conditions exhibit inconsistent
results. (c) A sequence of images show the development of an object hole during
milling. A stubborn grain is present within the hole as discussed in the test.

in the ion column; this condition is maintained by the machine supervisor. Fo-

cusing the ion beam presents a considerable challenge compared to focusing an

electron beam since the ion beam removes material from the sample thus con-

tinually altering its appearance. This can be advantageous since the beam will

naturally create structures which can be used to improve the focus. As always a

good focal target contains features that range in spatial frequency. Therefore, the

rough grains of sputtered Au are much preferred to the smooth surface of Si3N4 for

focusing. Initial focusing of the beam is typically simply a matter of going to a

very high magnification (>500 kX) and using the ion beam field of view to mill

a small region of interest. The beam will remove the material in the region so a

rectangular pattern will appear in the ion beam image by reducing the magnifica-

tion slightly. This pattern can be used to improve the focus before reducing the
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magnification again. The process can repeated until the desired focus is achieved.

Complete optimization requires that the beam is free from stigmatic aber-

rations. One method for testing this is to mill a cross structure as shown in

Fig. 3.14(a). The difference in the widths of the two lines in the cross is a gauge

for the stigmatism. The cross is also suitable for gauging the quality of the focus.

Typically for a cross consisting of 2.0 µm lines the feature size should be smaller

than 100 nm after 30 seconds of milling with a 10 pA beam similar to the lower

image in Fig. 3.14(a).

Drilling reference apertures is challenging because, unlike the object hole, it is

impossible to be certain that the aperture actually penetrates without looking at

the opposite side. Furthermore, it can be difficult to align the beam to the exact

position of a previously attempted reference aperture so a single shot is preferable.

Finally, even if the focus quality is excellent any drift in the sample or the beam

will enlarge the reference aperture. When stability is a problem it can be desirable

to use a higher current aperture which will enable faster milling.

Determining the correct milling parameters is best accomplished with a dose

array like the one in Fig. 3.14(b). Since both the sample and beam parameters are

measured with the dose array this procedure is necessary for each unique sample.

In the dose array in Fig. 3.14(b) the holes are milled through 800 nm of Au followed

by 100 nm of Si3N4 and finally a 150 nm thick Co/Pt magnetic multilayer. The ion

beam current was 15 pA and the outer radius of the circular milling pattern was 20

nm. This radius results in the smallest reference structures. The dose was varied

by adjusting the total duration for each hole. The mill time for the aperture on the

far left was 200 seconds and the hole on the far right was 10 seconds. The upper

image in Fig. 3.14(b) shows that the shortest duration necessary to penetrate was

50 seconds, which resulted in a 70 nm × 120 nm hole. These conditions can then

be used to drill the reference apertures in the sample after the object hole has been

formed. The layout for reference structure positions relative to the object holes is

described by Fig. 4.11.
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Reference Aperture Milling with FIB(a) 10 pA focus cross 
1.0 mm

(b) Dose array

(c)  Object aperture milling evolution
 t = 200 s  t = 400 s  t = 600 s

5.0 mm

4.0 mm

1mm
(c) 1 pA focus cross 

Figure 3.14: (a) A cross structure can be used as a gauge of the quality of the
beam focus. The beam focus is smaller for the lower image which results in the
narrower lines. (b) Process of milling reference apertures and dose arrays.

Coherence and Guard Aperture Fabrication

The FIB is also capable of fabricating the coherence and guard apertures used for

spatial filtering with soft x-rays. These are much larger apertures which typically

penetrate Au films that are thicker than 1.0 µm. Sputtering is used to deposit the

Au on a Si3N4 membrane, just like the mask structures. The procedure for milling

large holes differs from that for making object apertures. Figure 3.15(a) shows the

fabrication process used to mill a 50 µm aperture through 2.0 µm of Au.

The milling begins on the Si3N4 surface such that the Au is the final layer to

mill through. The Au below the Si3N4 window is visible with the SEM using an

electron potential greater than 10 kV. Since the desired aperture is large (tens of

µm) the 20 nA beam can be used to first coarsely mill the aperture. This begins by

milling a ∼20 µm diameter hole and using it to improve the ion beam image until

the focus is optimized. As a result the images in Fig. 3.15(ai−v) have a 20 µm hole

in the middle. With the beam focused, the full aperture begins with a radius of

22 µm. The image in Fig. 3.15ai corresponds to 300 seconds of milling, but since

the Si3N4 is so resilient to the ion beam, little progress is apparent. The nitride
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Coherence and Guard Aperture Milling with FIB
(a) 50 mm diameter aperture milled through 2 mm of Au
i ii iii iv v

vi vii viii ix x

47 mm
3. mm7

(b) 47 mm diameter aperture milled through 3.7 mm of Au

Figure 3.15: (a) SEM images show milling progression for a circular coherence
aperture. (b) Various images of an aperture similar to (a) after completion.

begins to deteriorate after a total milling duration of 326 seconds as is visible in

Fig. 3.15aii. Only fragments of Au remain near the edges as shown Fig. 3.15avi

after 600 seconds. To remove these sections the beam path is limited to an annular

pattern with an outer radius of 24.0 µm and an inner radius of 22.5 µm. After

milling with this ring pattern for 200 seconds with a beam current of 3 nA only a

few shards of Au remain as shown in Fig. 3.15aix. To remove the final micrometer,

the respective inner and outer radii of the path were set to 23 and 25 µm, and the

3 nA beam was used to mill for 240 seconds. The completed aperture is shown in

Fig. 3.15ax with a 50 µm diameter.

Larger and smaller holes can be milled similarly. Smoother edges may be

achieved with the tight focus achievable with a smaller beam current. For large

holes the smoothness may be limited by the raster increment of the ion beam which
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is defined by the FIB controls system. Figure 3.15(b) shows a 47 µm aperture

milled through 3.7 µm of Au. In the enlargement on the right, the cross section

shows strata which appear from three separate Au depositions. The Si3N4 film is

sandwiched in the middle. The circularity achievable with the FIB is remarkable

as evident from Fig. 3.15(b).

3.6 Magnetic Multilayer Films and Deposition

Magnetic multilayer films make ideal test samples for FTH with soft x-rays, and

they are technologically relevant for magnetic storage applications. Furthermore,

their domain structures are on the length-scale of 100 nm and their easy axis

remains perpendicular to plane as illustrated in Fig. 3.16(b) [18, 46, 14]. The

magnetization domain structure self assembles upon demagnetization into a non-

periodic labyrinth worm domain pattern. Such a pattern is superposed on the

object hole in Fig. 3.16(a). Demagnetization is achieved by applying a sinusoidally

varying magnetic field with an exponentially decaying envelope to the sample.

The initial magnitude of the applied field must exceed the coercive field of the

film to switch the domains. As the field decays the switching domains settle into

their lowest energy state. When the magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the

plane of the film the domain pattern is randomly ordered–a desirable feature for a

holographic test sample.

The domains can be probed with x-rays using the magnetization sensitive con-

trast of x-ray magnetic circular dichroism discussed in Section 2.4.1 and illustrated

in Fig. 2.13. Soft x-ray scattering has been previously used to probe the statisti-

cal nature of the domain sizes and arrangements present in magnetic multilayers

[46]. Resonant coherent scattering has also been demonstrated as probe of unique

structure as illustrated in Fig. 3.16 [22, 70].

The magnetic multilayer films studied in Chapter 4 were deposited by Olav Hel-

lvig at Hitachi Global Storage Technologies. The magnetic mutilayers are deposited

with DC magnetron sputter deposition while the sample substrate is rotated dur-

ing deposition to ensure film uniformity. Pneumatic shutters are synchronized to
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deposit the multilayer film without the need to modulate the power to the sput-

tering guns. A typical multilayer film may have a 20 nm Pd base layer followed

by 50 repetitions of a Co(0.4 nm)/Pd(0.7nm) bilayer which is capped with a 2 nm

Pd layer for protection [48, 46].
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Resonant Illumination
Coherent Scattering from Multilayer 

Magnetic wormdomain pattern in aperture cross section
multilayer film

Magnetic Multilayer Films
magnetic layer (Co)

nonmagnetic layer (Pd)

Nonresonant Illumination
EPU

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)Worm domain patternIlluminated with RCPsoft x-rays on the Co L-edge

Figure 3.16: (a) The magnetic multilayer labyrinth worm domain pattern is shown
within an object hole. The multilayer is deposited on the back side of the aperture.
An illustration of the nanoscale multilayer is depicted in (b) which shows a few
of the layers that are repeated in the multilayer. Co and Pd are frequently used
and strong perpendicular to plane magnetization shown by the red and green
arrows. Since XMCD is sensitive to the magnetization parallel to the incident
vector, an absorption contrast develops. In a coherent scattering arrangement, this
contrast results in diffraction pattern shown in (c). An enlargement of the pattern
appears in (d). Since the coherent scattering pattern develops from a random
arrangement of domains it may be termed a speckle pattern, however it should
is important to note that most of the intensity in the pattern is from absorption
and not phase contrast. (e) When the multilayer is illuminated off resonance the
domains disappear leaving only the coherent diffraction pattern from the aperture.
The illustration and data for this figure follow Eisebitt et al. [22]
.



Chapter 4

Demonstrating Single Shot

Compatible Imaging with Soft

X-rays

This chapter begins with the cornerstone experiment that demonstrated a method

for capturing high quality images using lensless soft x-ray Fourier transform holog-

raphy. By fabricating a unity transmission reference aperture, the balance between

reference and object beam amplitudes is improved while retaining a sufficiently

small reference. Two major advantages of Fourier transform holography over con-

ventional imaging with soft x-rays can be realized by this experiment. The first is

the potential for near wavelength limited resolution because the numerical aperture

is not limited by a lens. The second advantage is a compatibility with coherent

illumination for single shot imaging. Building upon the concepts implemented

in the cornerstone demonstration experiment, a series of follow-on experiments

extend the capabilities of FTH for situations relevant to single shot illumination.

These experiments aim to identify and solve the unique constraints associated with

recording an image using only a single pulse of light. Examples of such constraints

include limited field of view, poor signal to noise ratio, and sample damage.

81
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4.1 Transmission Soft X-ray FTH

A novel approach to Fourier transform holography using a nanostructured mask

integrated to the sample is now presented. In this initial demonstration, a non-

periodic magnetic worm domain structure is unambiguously imaged using resonant

x-ray magnetic circular dichroism for contrast. This technique features three ma-

jor advantages: (1) it is transferable to many specimens, (2) it presents a path

toward diffraction limited spatial resolution, and (3) it is practical to implement

for capturing images in a single shot with the coherent pulse from a x-ray free

electron laser.

The experimental configuration is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The key component

is the nanostructured mask, which contains high aspect ratio features on the tens

of nanometer scale formed by focused ion beam (FIB) milling. The fabrication

procedures discussed in Section 3.5, are used to create a soft x-ray opaque mask

with micrometer and nanometer-sized holes to define the respective object and

reference beams. An example of such a mask is shown in Figure4.1. By integrating

the sample to the mask, the illuminated area of the sample is defined by the

object hole. This leaves the reference wavefront emitted from the nanometer-sized

reference aperture unperturbed. This monolithic transmission mask structure has

several key features: (1) the unity transmission reference provides a strong signal

resulting in high fringe contrast; (2) by integrating the reference to the sample the

spatial resolution depends on the extent of the reference and not the stability of

the reference relative to the sample during the experiment; (3) the field of view of

the sample is well defined by the object aperture allowing for later investigations

to probe the exact same sample area. For these reasons the integrated approach

is both robust and experimentally viable.

In this demonstration a magnetic multilayer sample was selected because of its

high absorption contrast, its non-periodic pattern with 100 nm features, and its

stability. High contrast was realized with XMCD at the L-edge of Co which has

been introduced in Section 2.4.1 [43]. The strength of soft x-ray microscopy origi-

nates from the use of resonant contrast mechanisms yielding images with element,
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(c)

 0.6mm
 0.1mm Si N3 4

Au 
100nm

Object hole Reference

Magnetic mulilayer

(a) (b)
Integrated FTH Mask and Magnetic Sample

 1.5 mm

Figure 4.1: The prototype for demonstrating the integration of a holographic
mask and sample structure with a unity transmission reference is shown. (a) In
this SEM image, the object and reference apertures are clearly visible, and the
dark disk within the object hole indicates that the Au is removed leaving the
Si3N4 film below intact. (b) The selective milling of the FIB is evident in this
SEM showing the opposite side of the image in (a). A 20 kV electron beam is
used to penetrate through the 100 nm multilayer film. The object aperture, which
is below the film, appears slightly blurred, while the penetrating reference has a
sharp strong contrast. (c) A cutout illustration highlighting the intact multilayer
film and the unity transmission reference aperture.
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chemical or spin specific sensitivity. This is referred to as spectro-microscopy. (See

Section 2.4.1) We therefore refer to our holographic imaging technique is spectro-

holography [21, 47].

For this sample a Co-Pt multilayer was deposited on a 100 nm thick Si3N4 mem-

brane by magnetron sputter deposition as described in Section 3.6. Specifically the

multilayer consisted of 50 repeats of a Co[(0.4 nm)/Pt(0.7 nm)] bi-layer with a 20

nm base layer and a 2 nm capping layer [46]. As explained in Section 3.6 the

sample magnetization is perpendicular to the film plane, and self assembles into a

non-periodic labyrinth worm domain pattern.

With the multilayer film deposited on the membrane, the integration of the

Fourier transform holography mask, or FTH mask, begins on the opposite side

of the membrane by depositing a 600 nm Au film, also by magnetron sputter

deposition. The intensity transmission of the Au film and the Pt in the multilayer

was 10−5 of the incident E=778 eV (λ=1.59 nm) photons. The object hole or

sample aperture was milled into the Au film with the FIB to define a circular

field of view of 2wobj = 1.5µm as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Also structured with the

FIB, following the procedure outlined in Section 3.5, was the unity transmission

reference aperture. The Gaussian profile of the ion beam imparts a funnel shape

to the aperture as visible, for example, in Fig. 3.12. For the sample in Fig. 4.1 the

entrance diameter is 350 nm with a penetrating diameter of 2wref = 100 nm. The

distance between the centers of the two apertures must exceed 1.5(2wobj) + 2wref .

This is the off axis condition which ensures that the image appears unobscured in

the reconstruction. Because there is 3 µm between the centers of the object and

reference apertures, the off axis condition is met for this sample.

This experiment was performed on beamline 56 SGM at BESSY-II using the

speckle chamber end-station detailed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. The experimental

setup is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. A helical undulator was tuned to illuminate the

sample with circularly polarized soft x-rays at the Co L3 absorption edge, E=778

eV, as prescribed to achieve XMCD contrast. Spectral filtering was achieved with

a spherical grating monochromator at an energy resolution, λ/∆λ = 2,000, which
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Undulator
Coherence pinhole

STXM imageof the sampleMonochromatorspectral filter
Experimental Setup for Soft X-ray FTH

CCDmm
723 

31 m5 m

~20  mm

Figure 4.2: Illustration of the experimental setup used to image the magnetic
domain pattern. The enlarged image of the sample was recorded with a Scanning
Transmission X-ray Microscope (STXM) .
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translates to a longitudinal coherence length of ξl =1.6 µm. A 2wcohap = 20 µm co-

herence aperture placed 6 m downstream of the final vertical focus of the beamline

was used as the first element for spatial filtering. By placing the integrated sam-

ple mask 723 mm downstream of the coherence aperture, the transverse coherence

width of the beam illuminating the sample was ξt = 9.1 µm. This distance is twice

that of the longest distance between the reference and the object apertures. The

coherent scattering pattern from the sample behind the object aperture was de-

tected as a hologram on the PI-SX in-vacuum CCD camera 315 mm downstream

of the sample on the optical axis [50]. (See Section 3.3.)

The holograms displayed in Fig. 4.3 were recorded on the CCD with circularly

polarized soft x-rays (λ = 1.59 nm). The pixels at the center of the Airy disk

(q = 0) represent the highest intensity portion of the pattern; they have 105

times more signal than the pixels at qmax. Because of the limited dynamic range

of the CCD camera, 50 image frames were acquired each with a 10 s exposure

time. As no beamstop was used, the peak intensity which limited the exposure

is attributable to light transmitted by the 200 × 200 µm area of the Au coated

membrane. The intensity peak from such transmission does not correspond to

coherent scattering and is localized on the detector to tens of pixels. Therefore,

this small contaminated area of the hologram was replaced by an Airy function

fit to match the surrounding intensity of the hologram. The exposure conditions

for each hologram in Fig. 4.3 differed only by the helicity of illumination. Much

can be discerned about the sample and mask from the holograms alone. The high

intensity circle at q = 0 corresponds to the Airy disk from the 1.5 µm object

aperture. Overall the visible intensity in the hologram appears within a circle

nearly the size of the displayed data that can be attributed to the Airy disk of

the 100 nm reference aperture. Periodically spaced fringes populate the entire

hologram and arise from interference between the reference and sample.

Scattering from the ∼100 nm scale randomly arranged magnetic domains cre-

ates the speckles with a mean momentum transfer of |q|=36 µm−1. The appar-

ent centrosymmetry of both holograms suggest that absorption is the dominant

contrast mechanism. Upon inspection one notes that the exact arrangement of
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 Left Circular Polarization  Right Circular Polarization 

(a) (b)

Fourier Transform Holograms

Figure 4.3: Fourier transform holograms recorded for the sample shown in Fig. 4.1
and the arrangement in Fig. 4.2 are displayed here in false color. To cope with the
large dynamic range of the holograms both have been thresholded and the base
ten logarithm of the detected intensity is displayed. The minimum or incremental
momentum transfer is qinc = 0.16 µm−1 and for the 800 × 800 pixels shown here the
maximum momentum transfer is qmax = 67µm−1, but the measured qmax extends
to qmax = 135µm−1

magnetic speckles differs between the two holograms. Furthermore, the fringe

modulation of the magnetic scattering is inverted in both of the patterns such that

the sum of the two holograms would show no fringe formation on the magnetic

speckles [22]. Moreover, the pattern resulting from summing the two holograms

recorded with opposite helicites is identical to the coherent diffraction pattern

recorded with linearly polarized illumination. This is because the circular dichro-

ism is spoiled, and thus interference between the charge scattering from the mask

and the magnetic scattering from the sample is absent. However, as expected the

interference resulting from magnetic scattering from the magnetic domains within

the sample remains.

The off axis nature of Fourier transform holography provides for simple re-

construction using the spatial Fourier transform of the hologram as discussed in
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Figure 4.4: (a) and (b) display the magnitude of the of the two dimensional Fourier
transformation of the holograms shown in Fig. 4.3. The difference in illumination
polarization helicity gives rise to the contrast inversion of the domain pattern.

Section 2.1.1. The magnitude of the two-dimensional Fourier transformation is

shown in Fig. 4.4 for each of the holograms in Fig. 4.3. These reconstructions

display the autocorrelation of the spatial electric field amplitude for the sample.

The cross-correlation terms appear as the reconstructed images. Aside from a 180

degree rotation they are identical. Just as magnetic scattering contributions to the

holograms in Fig. 4.3 differ, so do the reconstructed images. The reversal of the

magnetic domain contrast is the obvious difference between Fig. 4.3 (a) and (b).

As expected the charge scattering from the mask is independent of polarization,

and thus the same in both reconstructions.

Since the contrast from the mask (charge scattering) is impervious to illumi-

nation polarization, it may be removed by subtracting the holograms recorded

with opposite polarization helicity. This difference between right and left circular
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polarization holograms is shown in Fig. 4.5 (a). By removing the charge scatter-

ing background, the magnetic contrast in greatly enhanced1. The autocorrelation

between the worm domains of the sample are clearly visible in the center of the

image. An enlargement of the cross-correlation image is shown in Fig. 4.5 (b). The

enlarged reconstruction is too smooth to have been calculated from a 1600 × 1600

pixel hologram. Before Fourier transformation the 1600 × 1600 pixel hologram

was zero padded by insertion into a 4096 × 4096 matrix of zeros. Consistent with

the sampling relationships discussed in Section 2.1.1 the reconstructed image is

simply smoother, but contains no higher resolution information.

To determine the resolution of the image reconstructed holographically in Fig. 4.5

(b) it is compared with an image of the same sample recorded using scanning

transmission x-ray microscopy (STXM) as shown in Fig. 4.5 (c). Like the spectro-

holographic image acquisition process, the STXM image in Fig. 4.5 (c) represents

the difference between images recorded with opposite helicities at the Co L3 edge.

The STXM data was collected on beamline 11.0.2 at the ALS five weeks after

collection of the holograms in Fig. 4.3 [57]. The spatial resolution of the STXM

was < 50 nm.

Line cuts through the sample segments of each image are plotted in Fig. 4.5

(d). The agreement between the profiles alone suggests that the spatial resolution

for the FTH image is as low as 50 nm. This is confirmed by the distance between

the 10-90% contrast points on the line cut which are also close to 50 nm. This

is slightly less than the 70 nm resolution that would be expected from a 100 nm

diameter reference as explained in Section 2.2.

As discussed in Section 2.1.1 a delta function like reference is ideal in Fourier

transform holography; the perfect reference source would be smaller than a single

wavelength, but as intense as the object wave. This is achievable in the visible

spectrum with a diffraction limited focal spot which is readily available using lasers

and refractive lenses. McNulty et al. took a similar approach at soft x-ray energies

[64]. They used the focus from a diffractive zone plate to form a reference source as

discussed in Section 1.4 [64]. The resolution for this FTH configuration is limited to

1This method for removing undesired contrast is commonly used in spectro-microsopy.
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the focus size of a state-of-the-art zone plane lens, which also limits the resolution

for transmission x-ray microscopy. Additionally the high absorption of diffractive

zone plates may not be well suited for capturing a single shot image using an x-ray

laser. These constraints are avoided with an integrated holographic mask.

This demonstration of the integrated structure is a practical approach to x-ray

holography. It is a cornerstone achievement for lensless imaging with x-rays. Using

nano-fabrication methods, a sample is integrated on the nanoscale to a simple

holographic mask structure. Conventional x-ray microscopy techniques validate

FTH as a unambiguous x-ray imaging technique. This method is applicable to

many samples beyond magnetism, and presents a path toward diffraction limited

spatial resolution.

4.2 Extended Field of View

The relationship between the field of view and pixel size in the reconstruction was

discussed in Section 2.1.1. That section shows how spatial resolution and field

of view are competing quantities in imaging. It also states that the product of

the spatial resolution and field of view is conserved for full field imaging detectors

with a fixed pixel count – just as the space-bandwidth product is conserved. This

includes CCD cameras, film as well as human eyesight, and it is why the field of

view is always reduced when the magnification on a microscope is increased. This

tradeoff becomes complicated when an entire image must be recorded in a single

shot, e.g. with an x-ray pulse from a free electron laser.

Exploring the temporal evolution of large systems requires that all other de-

grees of freedom (e.g. E and B fields, or temperature T ) remain uniform and

perhaps even static over the duration of the probe. Such a scenario is not only

relevant for studying ultrafast dynamics, but is additionally applicable to imaging

the quasistatic evolution of a system influenced by a slowly varying parameter.

Here an approach is demonstrated to extend the effective field of view for FTH

without compromising spatial resolution.

Realizing high spatial resolution requires a large numerical aperture for the
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Figure 4.5: (a) The difference between the reconstructions is shown as is to remove
the charge scattering features as is common practice for spectro-microsocpy. (b)
Enlargement of the FTH image reconstructed in (a). (c) The helicity difference
for an image of the sample recorded with scanning transmission x-ray microscopy
image is presented. (d) Line cuts are plotted as illustrated in (b) and (c) for the
images show excellent correlation, and thus suggest comparable spatial resolution.
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hologram. However, a large object generates high spatial frequency fringes in the

hologram, which must be resolved by the detector pixels to successfully reconstruct

the entire field of view. This dilemma can be resolved by extending the effective

field of view with multiple object and reference signals. In this way the field of view

is preserved without reducing the numerical aperture of the detected hologram.

This is achieved by a prescribed spatial arrangement of the reference and object

waves as was first demonstrated with visible light by Gaskill and Goodman in 1969

[33].

The methodology for acquiring high resolution images of specific regions on a

sample has been introduced with the transmission mask structure shown in Fig. 2.4

(a). The Au nano-structure is comprised of three circular regions of interest which

define the object waves. These regions were created by milling 2.0 µm diameter

holes into 1.0 µm of Au with the FIB. The holes did not penetrate the 100 nm of

Si3N4 below the Au, and the recessed areas were back filled with 400 nm of Au. The

FIB was then used to mill a block letter shaped structure into each of the object

regions. These letters are the samples for this experiment. They are 1.0 µm tall

and the line width of the characters is 200 nm. The two step deposition process was

necessary to avoid uneven milling of the sample characters which could potentially

penetrate the nitride below. Nevertheless, there was some non uniformity in the

milling process which resulted in, for example, some residual islands of Au on the

left side of the letter H. On the opposite side of the Si3N4 membrane 100 nm of

Au was deposited so that the intensity transmittance of the samples was 12% at

λ =1.58 nm. The 120× 160 nm elliptical reference holes have unity transmittance

and have each been strategically placed 2.5 µm away from the center of the nearest

letter structure. The position of each reference aperture is different with respect

to each object. Sputter deposition was used for each of the Au deposition steps as

described in Section 3.4.

To record the coherent diffraction pattern displayed in Fig. 2.4 (b), the sample

was illuminated with a properly filtered soft x-ray beam originating from an undu-

lator source. The wavelength for the experiment, λ = 1.58 nm, was selected by a
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Extended Field of View FTH Mask

Figure 4.6: (a) Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of the FTH transmission
mask. The block letters are the samples, and the circular regions define the object
beam. (b) Each block letter appears blurred in the SEM of the back side of the
mask structure because they are buried below 130 nm of Au and 100 nm of Si3N4.
A 20 kV electron potential was used to penetrate the sample in (b). A sketch of
the cross section of the sample appears in (c).

spherical grating monochromator with energy resolution, λ/∆λ > 5,000, thus pro-

viding a longitudinal coherence length, ξl = λ2/(2∆λ)>4µm, sufficient for inter-

ference. After spatial filtering the transverse coherence width of the beam incident

on the sample was ξt > 20µm. The recorded hologram is shown in Fig. 4.7(a).

The interference fringes formed by scattering from the longest length-scales on

the sample (11 µm) were resolved on the detector because the spatial frequency of

these fringes exceeds the detected momentum transfer increment, qinc = 0.15µm−1

for the hologram. As a result the Fourier transform reconstruction, Fig. 4.7 (b),

contains the autocorrelation of all scattering structures. The block letters from
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the sample, F - T - H, are visible above and below the center of the reconstruction;

their expressive rearrangement results from the strategic reference hole placement.

These letters also appear elsewhere in the reconstructed image. This apparent

duplication arises from convolution with the other two references. To illustrate

this a transparent overlay of the SEM in Fig. 4.6(a) is aligned in Fig. 4.7(c) to

show all of the convolutions from the reference for the letter F. Such an overlay

could be done for each structure on the sample.

4.2.1 Applications of Extended Field of View

The highest spatial resolution reconstruction can be realized by matching the field

of view to the largest region of interest on the sample. To achieve this match,

the increment of the detected momentum transfer must coincide with the spatial

frequency of the largest distance being imaged in the local regions. By augmenting

the detected momentum transfer and thus undersampling the coherent diffraction

pattern, it is possible to realize additional spatial resolution without sacrificing

field of view information. Since these requirements are compatible with single shot

illumination from a pulsed x-ray source, isolated regions on a sample can be imaged

with a single pulse.

For the mask structure in Fig. 4.6 the experimental illumination requirements

are not set by the expanse of the entire sample, but rather by the separation of

the isolated object and reference pairs. Therefore these requirements depend on

the length-scales found in the local regions spanned by a reference and object

pairs. For example, consider the largest length between the reference and the

letter F in Fig. 4.6 that is ∆rF =3.16µm. Since interference fringes correspond-

ing to this separation must be detected in the hologram, the transverse coherence

width illuminating each region must exceed this distance, that is ξt>∆rF. A uni-

form wavefront amplitude is similarly important over the same extent to preserve

fringe visibility. The longitudinal coherence length should satisfy the following

condition, ξl >qmaxλξt as prescribed by the quasimonochromatic approximation in
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Figure 4.7: (a) The soft x-ray Fourier transform hologram shown was recorded
with a momentum transfer range of q = ±0.09 nm−1. The base ten logarithm of
the intensity is shown in false color with the number of photons detected specified
by the colorbar. (b) The squared magnitude of the spatial Fourier transform
of the hologram in (a) is the autocorrelation reconstruction which presents the
intensity transmission profile of the sample. (c) An overlay of the SEM image in
Fig. 4.6(a) with the autocorrelation shows all of the structures reconstructed from
the reference for the letter F.
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Section 2.3.1. After imposing these conditions for ξt, extending the field of view re-

mains possible even with limited longitudinal coherence. This is particularly useful

for self amplified spontaneous emission x-ray free electron laser sources which fea-

ture unprecedented transverse coherence, but comparatively modest longitudinal

coherence.

4.2.2 High Resolution over 180 µm Field of View

In this section the field of view is further extended with a transmission mask ge-

ometry that is suitable for single shot illumination with an x-ray laser. This nano-

structured Au absorption mask contains 40 nm wide features spanning 180µm, as

illustrated in Fig. 4.8(a). All of the structures were milled through 1.0µm of Au

and 100 nm of Si3N4 using the FIB, and thus have unity transmission. The SEM

image in Fig. 4.8 shows all four of the arrow-shaped object and reference pairs.

The arrows penetrate through the entire mask, and represent the sample or the

object beam for this demonstration. The furthest distance between the reference

and the tip of the horizontal arrow ∆ro = 6.1µm is indicated in Fig. 4.8.

The coherent diffraction pattern displayed in Fig. 4.9 (a) was recorded at

λ = 1.56 nm with ξl >4µm. For this experiment the transverse coherence width

ξt >10µm did not span the spacing between local sample regions, and the re-

constructed field of view was matched to the local length scales on the sample

(e.g. ∆ro). This significantly undersamples the unnecessary interference between

isolated object waves in the hologram. As a result the hologram shown in Fig. 4.9

(a) actually represents the superposition of four independent holograms which were

recorded concurrently. Since each individual system is space-invariant, all four of

the arrows are clearly visible in Fig. 4.9(b) which displays the squared magnitude

of the 2D Fourier transform of the hologram in Fig. 4.9 (a).

The hologram in Fig. 4.9(a) is a composite of data recorded with and without

a beamstop. Since the field of view was so large there was a considerable amount

of higher order light transmitted by the 1 µm Au film that was detected near the q

= 0 center of the scattering pattern. Since the samples were fabricated along one
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    6.1mm

FTH Mask for Panoramic Imaging over 180 mm (a) Scale illustration of the transmission mask

(b) SEM images of the four sample regions

    2.0 mm     2.0 mm
Figure 4.8: (a) Scale illustration of the extended field of view absorption mask
spanning 180µm. Transmission structures are shown in black while the opaque Au
is gray. (b) Four SEM images with color coded frames corresponds to each of the
regions in the illisration. In the upper SEM image the horizontal arrow region is
enlarged displaying both a 70 nm reference hole and arrow structure.
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side of a 200 × 200 µm square Si3N4 membrane the undesired transmission was

minimized by covering the unpatterned portion of the membrane with a Si wedge.

This allowed for the Si to cover the membrane as close as possible to the patterned

portion without disrupting the incoming wavefront. This was an effective, yet

rudimentary, implementation of a guard aperture. Nevertheless a beamstop was

still necessary to aquire the high angle scattering.

To cope with the direct beam a Gaussian high pass filter was applied to the

hologram thus minimizing the ringing in the reconstruction as suggested by Chap-

man et. al [17]. The Fourier transform reconstruction of the hologram in Fig. 4.9(b)

displays the arrows which span the 180 µm field of view. Considerable ringing is

present in the reconstructed arrow structure because the low momentum transfer

data is missing and the hologram was high pass filtered. Applying the Rayleigh

criteria while considering the missing data for low spatial frequencies, the spatial

resolution is <50 nm and thus limited by size of the reference as expected.

The diagonal arrows appear to have weaker contrast than the vertical and

horizontal arrows in the reconstruction. There are several potential reasons for

this uneven contrast. First, a nonuniform illumination intensity of the reference

and arrow pairs could cause a loss of contrast. However it is unlikely that such

non-uniformity would be present on the 10 µm length scale for the 300 µm wide

Gaussian profile that was used. Furthermore longer length-scale non-uniformity is

unlikely because one of the low contrast diagonal arrows is positioned between the

high contrast vertical and horizontal arrows. This could not occur if the beam pro-

file has only one maxima as expected for a Gaussian intensity profile. Additionally,

the intensity of streaks in the hologram can be used to determine the relative inten-

sity transmitted by the tail of each arrow. However, these small variations do not

correlate with the range of contrast in the reconstruction. A second possible cause

for the contrast variation could be from inconsistency in the transverse coherence

width of the beam. While this is difficult to rule out, it is not well supported for

many of the same reasons that the intensity non-uniformity was inconsistent with

observations. The third possible origin for the weak contrast results from reduced

high frequency fringe visibility induced by the detector. One potential source is the
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dissemination of charge to multiple adjacent CCD pixels upon detection of a single

photon. This detection artifact is equivalent to convolving a perfectly detected

pattern with a narrow function which represents the average spatial distribution

of charge corresponding to detection of a single photon. Since the charge usually

leaks into the next nearest pixels the width of this narrow function is at most three

pixels. The convolution theorem would predict that such smearing of the hologram

would be the same as multiplying the reconstruction by the Fourier transform of

the narrow charge spread function. This is exactly what is observed in the re-

construction and further explains why the tails of the arrows have higher contrast

than the heads. This also accounts for the weaker contrast in the diagonal arrows

which are positioned further from their respective references than the horizontal

and vertical arrows.

This hologram was acquired such that the field of view matched the sample

extent, however additional data taken for a larger real space field of view shows

uniform contrast among the arrows. This improvement in the contrast for a larger

field of view is expected since the fringe period exceeded two pixels and thus are

more tolerant of spreading charge. From this measurement it is clear that the

charge spread observed by the detector must be accounted for when designing

experiments that near the limit of critical sampling.

4.2.3 Ultrafast stopwatch

The ability to precisely capture ultrafast temporal evolution across a single spatial

dimension can be realized with a cross-beam pump probe experimental geometry

[67, 82]. A 3 fs ultrafast light pulse is only 1 µm long in space. A short pulse

illuminating a flat surface at a glancing angle will sweep across the surface as

it arrives. The sweeping action may initiate excitations continuously across the

surface of the sample. Therefore the temporal delay since excitation for any two

points across the sample can be known exactly from the illumination geometry.

A second pulse arriving at a different angle relative to the pump can probe the

evolution of the excitation. The difference in angle between the two beams and
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Figure 4.9: (a) The hologram resulting from illumination of the sample in Fig. 4.8
is displayed as the logarithm of the detected signal. (b) An image of each arrow
appears in the Fourier transform reconstruction of the hologram. All four arrows
are visible and do not overlap because of the strategic placement of the reference
holes. The field of view for the reconstruction is matched to the length scale of
the arrows. However, because the arrows are distributed over the mask, their
reconstructed images represent areas separated by as much as 180 µm.

the position on the sample defines the measured timescale. In this way temporal

information is encoded in space. If delta function like pulse durations are assumed,

the observable temporal resolution is only limited by the spatial resolution with

which the probe can resolve the sample. Crossbeam pump probe experiments using

pulsed x-rays have proven to be robust probes that are not prone to limitations of

pulse arrival jitter [62].

Here an experiment is proposed which can record ultrafast time resolved nanoscale

images in a single shot. The technique is capable of sub-femtosecond temporal res-

olution over time-scales as long as a picosecond2. The feasibility of the principle

2Sub-femtosecond temporal resolution is only achievable if the probe pulse duration is shorter.
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of this experiment is demonstrated by employing extended field of view FTH in

a cross-beam pump probe geometry. High spatial resolution will result in short

temporal resolution while the extended field of view will extend the sample-able

timescale. The proposed configuration is sketched in Fig. 4.10(a). An ultrafast

optical pump pulse with incidence angle α excites the samples distributed over

a distance ∆. Next, the evolution of the system is captured by a subsequent

probe pulse from an ultrafast x-ray source at normal incidence. The entire mask

is simultaneously illuminated by the x-ray probe pulse. Therefore, the resulting

hologram contains multiple instantaneous diffraction patterns from each position

along the sample and their respective temporal delays. This temporal evolution

is visible in the Fourier transform reconstruction of the scattering pattern shown

in Fig. 4.10(c). In the illustrated geometry the arrows function as the hand on an

ultrafast clock, pointing toward a given time delay, tx. Longer delays result when

α is small, with the longest possible delay set by the transverse width of the x-ray

probe pulse.

The key feature of applying FTH to a cross beam geometry is the achievable

temporal resolution of tx. Since tx is calculated from ∆, higher spatial resolution

implies improved temporal precision. The spatial resolution in FTH is set by the

size of the reference aperture, therefore femtosecond temporal precision is viable.

However, this geometrically calculable temporal precision may be limited by the

pulse duration. Since the image is detected by the probe pulse its duration defines

the temporal uncertainty. Additionally, depending on the experiment and geome-

try the rising edge and duration of the pump pulse may also augment the temporal

uncertainty. Finally, through the cross beam geometry this technique overcomes

the uncertainty imposed by jitter between the pump and probe pulse arrival times.

4.2.4 Scalability of the Extended Field of View

While images from distant portions of a sample can be collected, the total amount

of collected information is still limited to the space bandwidth product of the

hologram. Equivalently, the product of the reconstructed pixel size and field of
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Figure 4.10: Illustration of the envisioned cross-beam time resolved single shot
imaging experiment. (a) The pump pulse propagates along the sample to excite
it and establish time-scale tx = (∆ cosα)/c. (b) The x-ray probe pulse simulta-
neously illuminates the entire sample thus storing the temporal evolution of the
sample in the hologram. (c) The relative delay between the pump and probe is
defined by each arrow’s orientation. The horizontal arrow, t1, has the shortest
delay and t4 the longest (the contrast in this image has been enhanced for clarity).

view is constant. By extending the field of view, the reconstruction is effectively

divided into local fields of view. Because these local fields of view have the same

pixel size and do not overlap in the reconstruction, they contain the same quantity

of information would be as present in one large field of view. However, each local

field of view can be nearly arbitrarily selected over the illuminated area of the

sample. For these reasons the field of view is described to be effectively extended.

In practice, recording a hologram which reconstructs with complete utilization

of the entire field of view requires that the mask geometry is carefully designed.

Holographic mask design entails the strategic placement of the object and reference

sources. The design for an extended field of view mask is an extension of the rules

for the off axis condition. Because each experiment has unique requirements, a

description of the experimental principles applied to an example is more useful

than a vague design recipe. The description which follows uses the mask sketched

in Fig. 4.11 as an example to illustrate common design constraints. The sample
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regions being explored in Fig. 4.11(a) are represented by the letter A within a

square, and the letter B within a circle. These could be from random areas of a

sample or they could represent parts of a primitive cell. The color black is used here

to denote the actual sample while the other lighter colors in Fig. 4.11(a) are used

to describe the design constraints. The largest structure on the illuminated sample

will define the size of the central portion of the reconstruction that is occupied by

the self-correlation features. For the sample in Fig. 4.11(a) the largest feature is

the circle around the letter B in the lower portion the figure. The diameter of the

circle is Bφ. Therefore, the minimum distance between any part of an object and

the reference is Bφ. The sample must be placed on the outside of the green circle

with a diameter of 2Bφ around the reference. Next the placement of the references

should avoid overlap between the samples in the reconstruction as prescribed by

the off axis condition for FTH. This is illustrated by the light red copies of the

samples that are adjacent to the black samples for the respective placement of

the reference sources. Though not illustrated, objects must not be placed in a

position that is already occupied in the reconstruction. For example consider the

placement of an object in a position that is opposite to a reference of a known

object. Such placement would result in the overlap of the conjugate image, and

thus must be avoided. Next, there must be sufficient distance between each pair

of references and objects to avoid undesired images in the reconstruction. Here

the red squares which define the field of view are used to accomplish this. When

the red square surrounds any given object or reference it should not contain any

structures in addition to the single object and reference pair. Here the top of the

circle surrounding the letter B occupies a position that is as high as it can be

without encroaching on the area imaged by the upper reference. In Fig. 4.11(b)

the reconstruction is shown which is free of any overlapping information. For sake

of brevity in the illustration only two samples were used thus leaving most of the

field of view of the autocorrelation unused. The shaded portions of the grid in

Fig. 4.11(c) represent the area within the red box (the field of view) that could

be occupied by additional samples. For a hologram sampled with a momentum

transfer increment in x and y of qinc the maximum information in the field of view
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in the reconstruction would be:

FOVmax =
π2

2q2
inc

. (4.1)

The factor of two in the denominator comes from the redundancy of the conjugate

image in the reconstruction. This is why only the top half of the field of view is

shaded in Fig. 4.11(c). The state of any unshaded square opposite the reference

to a shaded square can be exchanged. That is to say, they can trade the shade.

The green circle in Fig. 4.11(c) must remain unoccupied by samples because it

is obscured in the autocorrelation. It is therefore apparent that by reducing the

size of the largest illuminated structure the usable area of the autocorrelation is

enlarged. For this case the usable portion of the field of view is therefore

FOV =
π2

2q2
inc

−
πB2

φ

2
. (4.2)

Therefore, uniformity in the size of the object regions is a good design practice.

Finally, the reference and object pairs are treated independently here because it

is assumed that the interference fringes between pairs are not resolved by the

detector. When this assumption of sufficient separation of the pairs can be made

these design practices apply universally to other Fourier transform holography

masks.

The last point concerning the scalability of the extended field of view addresses

the number of object and reference sources. Previously it was shown that a large

number of small objects is the most efficient use of the space bandwidth product.

Are their limitations to the number of references used in terms of image quality?

Since the interference fringes that are recorded correspond only to one object and

reference pair this problem is equivalent to independently recording each hologram

as an incoherent superposition of sub-holograms. Exposing different holograms on

a single detector without reading it out is known as multiple exposure holography,

and it has been discussed extensively in the literature [60, 81, 59]. In multiple

exposure holography a single reference is used and the diffraction efficiency of
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Figure 4.11: (a) shows a mask with multiple reference and objects shown in black.
(b) The autocorrelation reconstruction is shown with the same scale as (a). (c)
Additional reference sample pairs can be arranged without conflict in the shaded
regions.
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the recorded hologram is compared to various exposure cases. An object beam

defines the illuminated portion of the sample. By rastering the object beam over

the sample and recording a hologram at each position the entire field of view can

be recorded in a multiple hologram composite. An optimum diffraction efficiency

is achieved when the object and reference beam intensity ratio is tuned to be

equal in the recording plane of the hologram [81]. This results in unity fringe

contrast for each hologram in the composite. If the entire set of exposures is

detected linearly the reconstructed image quality is preserved. For an extended

field of view there is a reference for each object region, therefore the reference

can be easily optimized to their respective objects. It is important to note that

this discussion makes assumptions about the recording conditions. It is assumed

that Fresnel holograms are recorded and that the reference to object intensities

are compared in the recording plane. For FTH this would be true when the object

and reference are identical. Nevertheless, these models provide a starting point for

evaluating image quality and scalability.

Extending the field of view of Fourier transform holography is scalable. The

effective field of view allows arbitrary regions of the sample to appear in the re-

construction, but the overall information content is defined by the number of pix-

els used for detection. Maximizing the efficiency of the reconstructed content is

achievable by strategically positioning the object and reference sources. Finally,

the highest image quality is achieved when the ratio of the reference and object

beam intensities results in unity fringe contrast as prescribed by the exposure

models for multiple exposure holography.

4.3 Multiple Reference Sources

The sensitivity of an imaging system describes its ability to discern a given pattern

in the presence of noise. Sensitivity can be usefully quantified as a signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR). Typically, it can be improved by increasing the exposure time,

but this is not always possible. For example, if a specimen is prone to radiation

damage, the sensitivity is limited by the dose tolerance of the sample. Moreover,
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in a stroboscopic imaging experiment, the sensitivity is limited by the number of

photons in each single light pulse. Both cases will be encountered in single-shot

experiments at x-ray free electron lasers, thus requiring that each photon is used

effectively.

Introducing multiple reference sources is a straight forward extension to FTH.

In this form of spatial multiplexing, each reference source used to record the holo-

gram will generate a unique image upon reconstruction. At visible wavelengths

multiple references have been used for image duplication [65, 55]. The effects of

multiple reference source interference have also been observed using soft x-rays

[44].

A nanoscale transmission mask was fabricated for this proof of principle ex-

periment. As is shown in Fig. 4.12, the FTH mask contains a simple block letter

F which constitutes the sample. The five holes surrounding the sample define the

multiple reference sources. To fabricate the FTH mask, Au was deposited on both

sides of a 100 nm thick x-ray transparent Si3N4 membrane by magnetron sputter-

ing; the object structure was then milled into the Au using the focused ion beam

with a 10 pA ion beam current. After an additional Au deposition, the reference

and sample structures were patterned with a FIB. The 1.4 µm thick unpatterned

areas of Au are effectively opaque to soft x-rays. The Si3N4 membrane forms the

floor of the 250 nm wide trenches which define the F-shaped sample. The intensity

transmittance of the F-shaped sample is 12% at a wavelength of λ = 1.58 nm

(E = 780 eV) while each reference has unity transmittance. The backside of the

FTH mask is shown in Fig. 4.12(b). The mask includes five uniform reference holes

drilled through the entire structure with diameters of 140 ± 6 nm upon penetra-

tion. The reference holes are spaced equally on the circumference of a circle with

a radius of 4.0 µm.

The experiments were performed at the undulator beamlines at BESSY (UE52-

SGM) and SSRL (BL 5-2). In both cases linearly polarized, spatially coherent

soft x-rays with a wavelength of λ = 1.58 nm illuminated the FTH mask. The

small energy bandwidth of the illumination, λ/∆λ > 5, 000, defined a longitudinal

coherence length of, ξl > 4 µm. The transverse coherence width was ≥ 20 µm at
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Figure 4.12: (a) Scanning Electron Micrograph (SEM) of the FTH mask. The
thinned F shape within the recessed object hole is the sample. (b) SEM of the
opposite side of the structure in (a) recorded with a 30 kV electron potential reveals
a faint image of the sample which is buried below 135nm of Au. Furthermore, the
micrograph confirms that the reference holes penetrate the entire structure. (c)
Cross section illustration of the FTH mask including film thicknesses.

the sample. The holograms were recorded on a CCD camera. The signal created

upon detection of a single λ = 1.58 nm photon by the CCD is at least an order of

magnitude higher than the readout noise. By discriminating the noise below the

photon signal, the number of detected photons can be accurately counted. The

uncertainty in the number of counted photons results from fluctuations in the CCD

signal level for single photon detection events.

The hologram in Fig. 4.13(a) was recorded with the FTH mask in Fig. 4.12

with Nγ ∼ 7 × 106 photons. Fig. 4.13(b) shows an enlargement of the fivefold

symmetric motif prevailing throughout the hologram. This pattern arises from
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Figure 4.13: (a) Soft x-ray Fourier transform hologram of the mask in Fig. 4.12(a).
The common logarithm of the intensity is plotted; the scale-bar denotes the number
of photons detected. The 1200 x 1200 pixels displayed correspond to a momentum
transfer of q = ±0.09 nm−1. (b) Enlargement shows detail of the interference
pattern characteristics for the five reference sources. (c) Autocorrelation of the
intensity transmitted through the FTH mask, i.e., the squared magnitude of the
complex autocorrelation.
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the arrangement of the reference holes on the vertices of a regular pentagon. The

vertical and horizontal bands of higher intensity are indicative of scattering from

the rectangular facets on the sample.

Calculating the two dimensional Fourier transform of the hologram generates

the spatial autocorrelation of the FTH mask transmittance. The autocorrelation is

a complex function, however we consider only the squared magnitude since absorp-

tion is the dominant contrast mechanism. This corresponds to the autocorrelation

of the intensity transmitted by the FTH mask for a delta function like reference.

At the center of the autocorrelation in Fig.4.13(c) is the self-correlation of the

sample and each reference hole. Two redundant images of the sample appear for

each reference hole. One image is the cross-correlation of the reference with the

sample and the other, its complex conjugate, is located radially opposite of the

origin. Consequently, the autocorrelation contains five independent images of the

sample which, apart from noise, are identical to the extent that their respective

reference apertures are similar.

The five effectively identical sub-images can easily be extracted from the auto-

correlation, aligned and then averaged to generate an enhanced composite image.

Since each sub-image has exactly the same rotational orientation only Cartesian

alignment is necessary, which can be accomplished with a two dimensional cross-

correlation.

Averaging the sub-images enhances the sensitivity, which is particularly bene-

ficial for imaging in the weak illumination limit where the signal of the hologram

is dominated by statistical photon noise. Fig. 4.14(a) shows a hologram of the

same sample as before containing only Nγ = 2.5 ± 0.3 × 103 detected photons.

The characteristics of photon noise are clearly visible in the enlarged region of the

hologram shown in Fig. 4.14(b). Fig. 4.14(c) shows a single sub-image in the re-

construction, and Fig. 4.14(d) depicts the composite image calculated by averaging

all five sub-images. The line cuts shown in Fig. 4.14(e), which clearly illustrate the

image enhancement, were normalized to have equal background and signal levels

for comparison.

The SNR of the images was calculated by taking the mean value s̄ of the
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Figure 4.14: (a) Coherent diffraction pattern resulting from weak illumination of
the FTH mask. For clarity only the center part, up to q = ±0.09nm−1, is shown;
the full pattern used for the reconstruction extends to q = ±0.16nm−1. The scale
bar corresponds to the number of photons detected in each pixel and is shared with
(b) which shows an enlarged section of (a) containing 110±10 detected photons. (c)
The sample is very faint in this single sub-image where SNR ∼ 3. (d) The sample
is clearly recognizable in this composite image where SNR ∼ 9. (e) Comparison of
line cuts through (c), (d) and a low noise image similar to Fig. 4.13(c).
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intensity of pixels comprising the sample, and the standard deviation σb of pixels

in the background surrounding the sample. An equal number of pixels was used for

both calculations. Note that in the long exposure, low-noise image the background

is flat (given by the solid line in Fig. 4.14(e)) as required for determining the SNR

which is defined as SNR = s̄/σb. The improvement in the composite image SNR

achieved by averaging N sub-images is expected to be SNRN =
√
N(SNR1). By

comparing the signal-to-noise ratio of a single sub-image (SNR1 ∼ 3) with that

for composite images using two and more sub-images (SNR5 ∼ 9) we see that our

data follow this trend.

Remarkably, all of the sample features are resolved in the composite image

in Fig. 4.14(d) which results from only ∼2500 detected photons. From the Rose

model, which relates the SNR with contrast, resolution and detected photons,[13,

73] the composite image is indeed near the lower limit for discerning the sample

at a resolution comparable to the size of the reference sources.

4.3.1 Scalability of Multiple Reference Sources

There is a distinct difference in the scalability of adding references addressed here

compared to the multiple object scaling discussed in Section 4.2.4. Since the en-

tire mask is considered to be illuminated with a transverse coherent beam some

additional constraints arrise. First, the interference between references causes ad-

ditional features in the autocorrelation that must not overlap with the image of the

sample. Therefore the placement of the references much be such that undesired

overlaps are avoided. This is achieved when the object can be translated around

the entire mask such that it does not overlap with more than one reference at a

time [33].

There are also constraints to the size and number of additional references that

will improve the signal to noise ratio. Although using additional reference sources

does not increase the exposure to the sample it does augment the detected energy.

Consequently, if efficiency is defined by the detected energy, as opposed to the

energy absorbed by the sample, the number of reference sources and their intensity
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transmission are constrained for a given object as described by Mehta[65].

4.4 Phase Imaging

Thus far only the magnitude or squared magnitude of the autocorrelation recon-

struction has been considered. However, the Fourier transformation of the holo-

gram is a complex function. Recall from Fig. 2.1 that the complex function in

Fig. 2.1(dI) results in a power spectrum function that is not an even function as

displayed in Fig. 2.1(dII). The Fourier transformation of the power spectrum in

Fig. 2.1(dII) is actually complex as shown in Fig. 2.1(dIII). The imaginary com-

ponent is an odd function in the autocorrelation while the real part is an even

function. This complex treatment can be applied to FTH as well to reconstruct

the absorption as well as the phase components of an image. Absorption contrast

typically dominates for soft x-rays, but phase contrast can be significant near en-

ergy resonances. In Fig. 2.11 the real part of the refractive index is unity at an

absorption resonance, but it is much larger slightly before the absorption edge.

As a result the phase contrast can be maximized by tuning the energy just below

the absorption edge. Therefore, phase contrast imaging can be realized with FTH

using soft x-rays in the vicinity of an absorption resonance.

In Section 2.4.1 the absorption length for a material was shown to be a function

of the imaginary part of the complex refractive index. The real part of the refractive

index describes the retardation of the wave propagating through a medium. Spatial

variations in the complex index give rise to contrast for imaging. The electric

field amplitude transmission function t(x, y) can be written as a function of the

complex index n = 1− δ + iβ when the thickness of the sample is on the order of

the wavelength.

t(x, y) ∼= 1− iφ(x, y) + α(x, y) (4.3)

Here the phase modulation is φ = kdδ where k = 2π/λ, and the absorption is

α = kdβ. These optical constants are plotted for Co illuminated with circularly
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Figure 4.15: (a) The real and imaginary terms of the refractive index are plotted in
the vicinity of the L3 edge of Co. This spectrum corresponds to circular polarized
illumination of a ferromagnetic Co sample. (b) The backside of a multilayer sample
similar to the structure in Fig. 4.1.

polarized light through the L3 edge in Fig. 4.15(a).

To demonstrate phase imaging the magnetic multilayer sample shown in Fig. 4.15(b)

was integrated to a FTH mask. The sample fabrication follows the same methods

described in Section 3.4. The magnetic multilayer structure is [Co(2.5Å)/Pd(9Å)]125.

The respective longitudinal and transverse coherence lengths of the circularly po-

larized beam illuminating the sample were ξl = 6.4 µm and ξt > 5.0 µm.

Figure 4.16(a) shows the central portion of the hologram recorded by illumi-

nating the sample at 776.5 eV which is 1 eV below the absorption threshold. Ab-

sorption is weak at this energy (small β) while the refractive contribution is strong

(large δ). The difference between holograms recorded with right and left circularly

polarized light is displayed in Fig. 4.16(b) which corresponds to the interference

between charge and magnetic scattering. An odd symmetry is observed in the

difference hologram as is expected for scattering originating from phase contrast.

The hologram in Fig. 4.16(c) was recorded at 778.3 eV which corresponds to the

maximum absorption of the Co L3 edge. Both the hologram in Fig. 4.16(c) and
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Figure 4.16: (a) Hologram resulting from illuminating the sample in Fig. 4.15(b)
below the absorption edge where phase contrast is dominant. For clarity only
the center part, up to q = ±0.03 nm−1 is shown, while the entire hologram was
recorded to q = ±0.12 nm−1. (b) The difference between right and left circular
polarization. The hologram in (c) and difference in (d) differ from (a) and (b) in
that they were recorded on the absorption peak where the phase contrast vanishes.

the difference of the two holograms shown in Fig. 4.16(d) have an even symmetry.

The number of photons recorded in both of the holograms in Fig. 4.16(a) and (c)

is Nγ=8 × 108, but the accumulation time for the E = 776.5 eV hologram was 6.5

times shorter due to the reduced absorption by the sample.

The key to successfully reconstructing phase contrast is in the accurate deter-

mination of the q = 0 point of the hologram. That is to say the hologram must

be interpolated and centered exactly on the matrix of pixels before calculating

the Fourier transformation. When the hologram is not centered, spurious phase

components result in the real and imaginary terms of the complex autocorrelation
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as predicted by the shift theorem of the Fourier transformation. This apparent

cross talk does not appear when the magnitude is computed. The hologram must

be accurately centered to the size of the mask structure. Since the mask is smaller

than a single detector pixel, the hologram must be centered to within a fraction of

a pixel.

Once the hologram is properly centered the reconstruction is achieved by Fourier

transformation. The real part of the resulting complex autocorrelation corresponds

to the absorption contrast of the sample as shown in Fig. 4.17(a). Because the

absorption is centrosymetric the contrast is even. The ringing in the image results

from the missing low q data obstructed by the beamstop. Figure 4.17(b) shows an

image of the imaginary component of the complex autocorrelation, which results

from phase contrast. While the reconstructed phase image looks similar to the ab-

sorption image, it has some distinctly different characteristics. First for the phase

image in Fig. 4.17(b), the contrast of the conjugate image is inverted. This results

from the odd symmetry of the imaginary part of the autocorrelation. Second, the

self-correlation at the center of the autocorrelation shows structure with a similar

contrast to the cross-correlation images. This is because only changes to the phase

of the wavefront appear in the self-correlation of Fig. 4.17(b). Finally, the cross-

correlation terms do not appear to ring like those in the absorption images. Since

there is no phase structure on long length-scales in this sample, the phase contrast

does not contribute to scattering at low q. As a result phase contrast provides an

excellent method for overcoming artifacts induced by beam-stops.

The spectroscopic response of the phase and absorption contrast around the

Co L3 edge are plotted in Fig. 4.18. These images result from the difference

between the reconstructions from right and left circularly polarized illumination.

Therefore the difference in the optical constants for each polarization is considered

as denoted by ∆δ and ∆β. All of the images in Fig. 4.18 are plotted in the same

relative contrast scale. The local maxima in ∆δ at 777.7 eV coincides with the

strongest phase contrast term. This is followed by the peak in absorption contrast

at the resonance where the phase contrast is weak. Because ∆δ changes sign at

the resonance the contrast in the phase image is inverted. The images show that
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Figure 4.17: Phase and absorption contrast images reconstructed from illuminat-
ing the sample with E = 777.7 eV right circularly polarized light. (a) The real
part of the complex autocorrelation reconstruction, which corresponds to absorp-
tion contrast. Ringing appears because of the missing low q data obstructed by
the beamstop. (b) The imaginary part of the autocorrelation corresponds to the
phase contrast image.
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Phase and absorption images across the L edge
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Figure 4.18: All of the images result from the difference between images recorded
with right and left circularly polarized around the Co L3-edge. The real and
imaginary components of the reconstructed images are plotted to show the spectral
response of absorption and phase contrast. All of the images are plotted on the
same contrast scale.

phase contrast can be significant for soft x-rays in the vicinity of an absorption

resonance.

Fourier transform holography provides convenient access to both absorption

and phase contrast simultaneously. Such sensitivity can be used to study buried

interfaces where different materials have similar absorption characteristics. As

shown, the peak in the phase contrast appears at an energy where the absorption

contrast is weak. Therefore, the phase image can be acquired while minimizing the

energy absorbed by the sample. This result is useful for radiation sensitive samples

like biological specimens as well as single shot probes when radiation damage is a

concern.
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4.5 Gaussian Absorption Beamstop

Wavelength limited resolution and single shot compatibility have motivated the

inversion of coherent diffraction patterns into real space images. Such has been

accomplished both with holography and iterative phasing algorithms at x-ray ener-

gies [23, 64, 72, 66]. Both methods require that the diffraction pattern be detected

linearly. That is to say there must be a linear relationship between the number of

photons incident on and detected by a pixel and the signal reported by that pixel.

It is common to have a noticeable discrepancy between the intensity distribution

of a coherent diffraction pattern and the linear detection range of a typical pixel

detector. The ability of a detector to cope with variation in intensity is quantified

in terms of its dynamic range. For an ideal detector the dynamic range can be

thought of as the maximum number of photons that can be linearly detected. For

current CCDs in the soft x-ray energy range a typical dynamic range is 500. Nat-

urally reading out an area detector and acquiring another frame will augment the

dynamic range, but this option is not applicable for single shot experiments. An

opaque beamstop, which is single shot compatible, enables linear detection of the

scattering at high q. This is important for high spatial resolution imaging. The

complete loss of low q signal effectively acts as a rectangular high pass filter on the

reconstructed image.

The method presented here as a proof-of-concept compensates for the limited

detector dynamic range with a Gaussian absorption beamstop. Such a structure

will impart a Gaussian attenuation profile on the diffraction pattern. This will at-

tenuate, not eliminate, the high intensity, low momentum transfer scattering while

leaving the scattering at higher angles unaltered as illustrated in Fig. 4.19. Since

the absorption profile is Gaussian its diffraction pattern is also Gaussian. Depend-

ing on the size of the beamstop and distance to the detector the diffraction can be

in the Fresnel or Fraunhofer regime, and the diffraction pattern in both regimes

is Gaussian. Therefore, simple multiplication is all that is needed to compensate

for the effects of the beamstop on the pattern. Such a beamstop represents a

significant improvement in the dynamic range for single shot compatible detectors.
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Figure 4.19: (a) A Gaussian absorption beamstop is illustrated ’flattening’ the in-
tensity profile of the scattered radiation to accommodate for the detector’s limited
dynamic range.

A Gaussian spatial absorption profile is desired. First consider the center,

the radial origin (r=0), to absorb a finite quantity, Ao, of the incident intensity.

Radially the desired form of the profile is:

A(r) = Aoe
−r2
2σ2 (4.4)

where r is the radial distance from the center and σ is the Gaussian root-mean-

square. Applying the Beer-Lambert law for absorption from Section 2.4, the ab-

sorption length for a given material as defined as α. Therefore, the intensity

absorbed by a material of thickness, z is

A(z) = 1− e−
z
α . (4.5)

From Equations 4.4 and 4.5 the thickness of the sample as a function of radius is

z(r) = − ln(−Aoe
−r2
2σ2 + 1)α.
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Figure 4.20: (a) Scanning Electron Micrograph (SEM) of sample which was used
for the experiment. Though unintentional, the sample was sparsely covered with
sub-micrometer spherical particles. (b) SEM of cross section of a sacrificial sample
that was not used for testing. The superposition of the disks used to approximate
the desired structure is clearly visible. (c) A plot of the desired thickness profile
of the absorber.

This function is plotted in Fig. 4.20(c) for Ao = 0.8 and σ =10µm while assuming

the absorption length, α = 0.684 µm.

Realizing such a Gaussian absorption structure presents a few fabrication chal-

lenges: (1) the structure should follow a smooth curve to abate diffraction from

high spatial frequencies, (2) the calculation indicates that the tails must stretch to

infinity and (3) the structure must be supported in space with minimal obstruction

to the detector.

To approximate a smooth structure, Pt was deposited using a Focused Ion

Beam (FIB) in a series of concentric circles as shown in Fig. 4.20(a). The circle

diameters ranged from 6 µm to 40 µm. Four circles smaller than 12 µm in diameter

were deposited first with an ion beam current of Iion = 31 pA for between 120 s

and 400 s. Using a higher current beam (102 pA) the remaining eight circles were

formed. The substrate is a 100 nm thick Si3N4 membrane which minimizes the high
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q absorption. The membrane was bounded by a 200 µm Si frame which defined

the 300 µm x 800 µm window. A thin layer, <20 nm, of Au was deposited on the

membrane to reduce charging during the ion beam assisted deposition—a process

which can cause the membrane to shatter.

Figure 4.20(b) shows a beamstop cross-section for a sacrificial, fabrication test

sample similar to the sample in Fig. 4.20(a). This image suggests that the thickest

part of the sample has ∼ 1 µm of Pt. It should be noted that because the FIB

Pt deposition starts with a metalorganic precursor the C concentration present in

the Pt is high, about 50%. Therefore both C and Pt must be accounted for when

calculating the absorption length. For example, the absorption length for C0.6Pt0.4

is α = 0.64µm.

Dynamic Range Test with Soft x-rays

This proof-of-principle prototype beamstop was tested with soft x-rays (λ=1.55

nm) from the undulator source at SSRL BL 5-2. The beamstop structure was

placed 9 mm behind (downstream of) an ∼800 nm aperture and 321 mm in front

(upstream) of the CCD detector as illustrated in Fig. 4.21. The Fresnel number

for diffraction on the detector resulting from the beamstop is ∼1. Therefore, the

diffraction from the beamstop is in the Fresnel regime.

The natural logarithm of the detected intensity is displayed in Figure 4.21.

Figure 4.22 shows enlarged images of the Airy disk region recorded without (a) and

with (b) the beamstop. A line profile of the intensity cross section is shown for both

images in Fig. 4.22(c). The thickness of the deposited material can be calculated

for these data as is plotted in Fig. 4.22(d) along with the corresponding design

curve from Fig. 4.20(c). Though the agreement is not perfect, this result provides

sufficient motivation to further develop the Gaussian absorption beamstop.

Next Steps

This demonstration clearly shows that FIB assisted deposition is a trackable fabri-

cation technique for the absorption beamstop structure. This demonstration used
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20 mm40 mm

l=1.55 nm

321mm

 9 mm

Test Configuration for Absorption Beamstop

300 mm

D ~ 800 nm

Figure 4.21: For this demonstration the beamstop was placed much closer to the
sample (an ∼ 800nm aperture) than the detector. The position of the beamstop
was well into the far-field of the sample aperture, and the size of the beamstop
roughly matched the Airy disk from the aperture. The Si frame of the membrane
clipped the edge of the scattering pattern as shown by the shadow on the CCD.
Incidentally, the traditional opaque beam stop is visible to the lower right of the
Airy disk.

a discrete approximation to the continuous curve by depositing a set of concentric

disks. This could be improved by exploiting the programmability of the raster

path of the ion beam in the FIB system. The ability of the FIB system to create

a smooth topography represents a major advantage over other nano-fabrication

methods. The effects of the finite absorption of the Si3N4 substrate were not con-

sidered here. It is certainly beneficial to make the substrate thinner, but this

comes at the cost of durability. Methods for supporting the membrane and beam-

stop without obstructing any portion of the CCD must be developed.
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Figure 4.22: The intensity profiles in (a) were recorded by moving the beamstop
aside such that the beam still passed though the membrane. The linear signal is
shown in both (a) and (b) along with an appropriate scale bar for each. A faint
first Fraunhofer ring appears around the Airy disk in (b). The ring is visible in
(b) and not (a) because the peak intensity of the Airy disk in (b) is less, and
thus the color scale presents better contrast for smaller signals in (b). A vertical
line cut through the center of (a) and (b) is plotted in (c). (d) The thickness of
the beamstop calculated from the experimental data is plotted along with desired
thickness profile. Note that the absorption length, α=0.68µm, was assumed.



Chapter 5

Conclusions: Bright Future

Coherent x-ray scattering provides access to the unique structure of materials on

the nanoscale without the need for long range periodicity in the specimen. Future

synchrotron light sources will feature unprecedented brilliance, and, if detector

development proceeds at a comparable pace, the growth in the capabilities of

coherent scattering techniques to make important discoveries is very promising.

The major limitation to the spatial resolution of FTH is the reference source.

While smaller references will inevitably be achievable, realizing wavelength limited

resolution will remain a challenge. This is especially true for imaging experiments

constrained to finite illumination conditions such as single shot imaging at an

x-ray FEL. The experiments described in this Dissertation address such issues

encountered specifically with single shot imaging experiments.

Further investigations are necessary to realize the full potential of coherent scat-

tering for making new discoveries about the structure and dynamics of nanoscale

materials.

Hybrid FTH and Iterative Phasing

High resolution lensless imaging may also be improved by combining Fourier trans-

form holography with iterative phase retrieval. In phase retrieval imaging, the
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phase lost upon detection is recovered by an iterative algorithm. It can be ap-

plied to coherent scattering patterns such as a hologram as long as it is recorded

with sufficient oversampling [72, 66, 17, 84]. In addition to the oversampling re-

quirements, prior knowledge of a portion of the real space structure of the sample

to be reconstructed is necessary. The FTH mask satisfies the latter real space

constraint, and oversampled holograms are practical to record. Phase retrieval al-

gorithms benefit from a good initial condition, which is provided automatically by

the image in the Fourier transform reconstruction of the hologram. The algorithm

also benefits from the symmetry breaking attributes of the holographic reference.

Because both techniques compliment one another, a synergistic result is inevitable

by developing them collectively.

While nanoscale apertures milled with the FIB are clearly effective references,

they are not universally applicable. Not all samples can be deposited as thin films

on a Si3N4 membrane. Such samples might include biomolecules or a specimen

requiring a single crystalline substrate. By applying Babinet’s principle, references

could be implemented in the form of a high absorption scattering structure. Simi-

larly biomolecules could be tagged or co-injected with a high Z nano-particle. The

advantages of a holographic references are well suited to address the challenges of

iterative phase retrieval.

Split and Delay Pulse Imaging

The ultimate dynamics experiments will allow multiple images of a single sample

to be captured with arbitrarily short delays between image frames. A starting

approach is to image the sample with two pulses. If a single pulse is split and

delayed each pulse may be used to illuminate the sample at a slightly different

angle and time. If the reference structures used are compatible with the different

angles of incidence a hologram generated by each pulse may be separately acquired

on different detectors. This allows for two holograms of the same sample to be

acquired at different times on different detectors.
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Shaped Pulse Illumination to Separate Space and Time

A method capable of the ultimate goal to record an ultrafast movie of a single

sample could be realized with multiple reference sources. If a pulse is shaped to

illuminate only one reference in addition to the object then the image reconstructed

from that reference corresponds to the state of the sample during the illumination

of the shaped pulse. By illuminating the object with other shaped pulses that are

restricted to illuminate only one reference, a series of ultrafast snapshot holograms

may be recorded on a single area detector. Upon reconstruction of the hologram a

series of time resolved images of the same sample are realized each corresponding

to the state of the sample during each shaped pulse. This concept assumes that

the mask must remain intact for the reconstructed image to remain relevant. A

source of pulses that can be delayed and shaped is also required.

Reflection FTH

The versatility of FTH could be greatly enhanced if the holographic conditions

could be implemented in reflection as proposed by Winthrop and Worthington [86].

A reflection geometry is amenable to many samples that either can not be studied

as a thin film in transmission or are only relevent on a certain substrate that is not

Si3N4. Furthermore, in reflection, samples are more robust to radiation damage.

A strong reference source for the reflection geometry has yet to be realized, but a

demonstration of a Young’s interferometer for x-rays in reflection will be the first

step toward successfully implementing reflection FTH.



Appendix A

Coordinate Systems

Table A.1: Coordinate Table

Plane Horizontal Vertical
coordinate coordinate

Source ξ η
Mask x y
Far field X Y

fX fY
qx qy

Real space u v
reconstruction
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Figure A.1: Coordinate pairs are shown for a generic coherent scattering experi-
ment.



Appendix B

From Intensity to Brilliance

A beam of photons transport power, but since the each photon has quantized

energy, the beam can be considered in terms of particles. In that sense the terms

given below can be generalized to describe any particles such as electrons, bullets

or raindrops. Converting to total energy is simply a matter of multiplying the

number of particles by their particular energy. The power is the total energy

per unit time. The energy for a single photon is given by the most important

relationship of experimental physics.

E[eV] =
hc

λ
=

1240[eV · nm]

λ[nm]
(B.1)

For a monochromatic beam Eqn. B.1 is all that is needed to convert between the

number of photons and their collective energy. However, if a beam contains photons

of various energy the relationship between total energy and the number of photons

requires knowledge of the spectral distribution of the photons. In radiometry the

collective radiation flow is quantified without spectral discrimination.
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Intensity

For photons the Intensity has units of [Energy]/([Area][time]) or [power]/[Area].

That is the same as the rate of particles incident on a given area. It can be related

to electric field with the following relation:

Intensity =
1

2
cεoE

2
o

In radiometry irradiance describes the power incident on an area, and the radiant

intensity describes the power per solid angle.

Flux

The flux is the total number particles per unit time.

Flux =
[N]

[time]

Flux density

The flux density is the flux per unit area.

Flux =
[N]

([time][area])

The product of flux density within a narrow spectral bandwidth and the photon

energy equals the intensity. If the spectral bandwidth of the radiation is not

narrow, the intensity will differ from the irradiance because the irradiance accounts

for all photon energies present in the radiation.
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Fluence

Fluence is the total number of particles per unit area.

Fluence =
[N]

[area]

The Fluence is important when the total amount of energy flow is important as

opposed to the rate. This is the case for measuring integrated radiation exposure

or dose.

Brightness

Brightness is the flux density per solid angle.

Brightness =
[N]

([time][area][solid angle])

Since brightness accounts for both the area and divergence of the beam, it can be

used to gauge the transverse coherence.

In radiometry radiance describes the power incident on an area per solid angle.

Brilliance

Brilliance is the brightness per energy bandwidth.

Brilliance =
[N]

([time][area][solid angle][energy bandwidth])

The typical convention in the synchrotron community is 0.1% energy bandwidth

or 10−3 ∆E/E. The brilliance may also be called the spectral brightness. Spectral

radiance describes the power incident on an area per solid angle per frequency.
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Peak Brilliance

For the peak brilliance the photon flux is considered for a specific duration rather

than a unit of time.

Peak Brilliance =
[N]

([time duration][area][solid angle][energy bandwidth])

The peak brilliance is relevant for pulsed sources since it does not average over the

time between pulses. Because the units for brilliance and peak brilliance are the

same, they are sometimes plotted on the same ordinate which can be deceptive

without proper explanation.
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Convolution and Correlation

Notation

Assume the following notation relations indicate Fourier transformation.

F{h} = H(X) (C.1)

F{g} = G(X) (C.2)

Convolution Notation ∗

g ∗ h =

∫ ∞
−∞

g(x)h(x′ − x)dx (C.3)

F{g ∗ h} = G(X)H(X) (C.4)

∗ Asterisk notation: the convolution is the flip and drag operator.
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Autocorrelation Notation ?

For real function g(x)

g ? g =

∫ ∞
−∞

g(x)g(x− x′)dx (C.5)

g ? g =

∫ ∞
−∞

g(x)g(x+ x′)dx (C.6)

for complex function f(x)

g ? g =

∫ ∞
−∞

g(x)g∗(x− x′)dx (C.7)

g ? g =

∫ ∞
−∞

g∗(x)g(x+ x′)dx (C.8)

Crosscorrelation Notation

? Star notation but with two different terms First for real g ? h

g ? h =

∫ ∞
−∞

g(x− x′)h(x)dx (C.9)

g ? h =

∫ ∞
−∞

g(x)h(x+ x′)dx (C.10)

now for complex case

g∗ ? h =

∫ ∞
−∞

g∗(x− x′)h(x)dx (C.11)

g∗ ? h =

∫ ∞
−∞

g∗(x)h(x′ + x)dx (C.12)
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